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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 17 February, 2008 Kosovo declared its independence followed by the recognition from
the UN member states. Even though the text of the declaration referred to “a special case”, the
case renewed discussions on the principle of the remedial secession. The concept entailing belief
that the oppressed people have right to resort to secession as the remedy of last resort. Within
months after the Kosovo‟s declaration of independence, the Russian federation recognized
independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia using the similar reasoning to that used in case of
Kosovo.
The thesis intends to provide systematic analysis of the existent sources of the International
law to deduct and assess the nature and legal value of the remedial secession as it stands
nowadays. The answer to major research question is based on the outcome of theoretical and
case-law analysis. Firstly, the remedial secession is deducted from the law on self-determination.
Later on, the treaty law ground is explored for detection of the traced of remedial secession.
Lastly, the state practice and opinion juris analysis is engaged to assess the existence of
customary remedial secession.
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The case studies of Kosovo, Abkhazia and South Ossetia suggested that despite the major
advancement of the status of remedial secession, Kosovo still does not serve viable legal
precedent capable of altering customary international law on territorial integrity with allowing
remedial secession. Nevertheless case studies of Abkhazia and South Ossetia indicate towards
the need for change in the existent legal uncertainty surrounding the remedial secession.
Overall, in relation with the primary research question the thesis will argue that the remedial
secession is not yet established as principle of public international law.
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Introduction

The principle of territorial integrity and the sovereignty of states form foundations of the
entire international legal system.

However, the latest developments or the human rights

approach towards the public international law does not and cannot simply leave it up to the states
to entirely define fate f its inhabitants. What happens when state abuses, commits gross human
rights violations targeting specific “people” within its territory? How could the “people” respond
to ongoing oppression and denial of representation? The answer to these questions seems to lie in
the concept of the “remedial secession.”1
While the idea of the secession as the means of last resort seems to be moral and ethical
corresponding to the needs of oppressed “people” the legal value of it remains controversial. The
rule is derived from the law on self-determination, which by itself is subject to a dispute. The
self-determination is no longer considered within limited colonial context but has attained the
permanent character fulfilled through “people‟s internal” exercise of “political, economic, social
and cultural rights.2 Nevertheless, the “the external aspect” or the self-determination, implying
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the attainment of separation from the parent state, through remedial secession causes
disagreement. Even though, approach seems to accommodate the ultimate need of oppressed
people to remedy their condition, the notion unavoidably undermines the territorial integrity of a
state in question.3

1

Allen Buchanan, Justice, Legitimacy and Self-Determination: Moral Foundations For International Law, (Oxford
University Press 2007), pp. 350-352
2
Antonio Cassese, Self-determination of peoples: A Legal Reappraisal, (Cambridge University Press 1999), p.110111(hereinafter: Cassese: Self-determination of peoples)
3
David Riac, Statehood and the law of self-determination, (Kluwer law International 2002), p.302

3

Therefore, the following questions will be raised within the scope of current thesis: What is
the status of remedial secession under contemporary international law? Is the “remedial
secession” sufficiently manifested within the practice or is only a scholarly theory? Is
Declaration of Independence of Kosovo a credible example of remedial secession capable of
setting legal precedent? Can the example of Kosovo be used vis-à-vis to Abkhazia and South
Ossetia?
The thesis suggest that on the basis of existent sources of the international law the principle
of remedial secession is neither established in treaty law nor formed as the principle of
customary international law. However, there exists rigid grounds for future development of
principle into the law, and the case studies indicate an ultimate need to have the principle
formulated in order to avoid politically motivated legal interpretations.
Structure
The thesis is divided into four main chapters, introduction and conclusion. The first chapter
sets ground for the detection of principle of the remedial secession from the law of selfdetermination, therefore comprehensive analysis of the development of the self-determination is
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provided. The Second chapter intends to trace the remedial secession within the treaty law and
custom as it stood before the events occurring in Kosovo. The third chapter is dedicated to
comprehensive historical and legal analysis of Kosovo in an attempt to determine its legal
precedential value. The last chapter, engages into case study of Abkhazia and South Ossetia,
draws possible parallels and differences with Kosovo and attempts to evaluate if the latter had
any impact and what were the possible results for the law on the remedial secession.

4

“It will raise hopes which can never be realized. It will, I fear cost thousands of lives. In the
end it is bound to be discredited, to be called the dream of an idealist who failed to realize the
danger until too late…”
-

Robert Lansing

Chapter I. Right to self-determination
Introduction
The principle of self-determination emerging through political philosophies of Woodrow
Wilson and Lenin has come a long way of transformation from political into a legal concept
forming part of international law. Nevertheless, the transformation only increased attention and
debates surrounding the principle, its precise definition and scope of applicability. The concepts
of liberty, democracy, equality allegedly related to self-determination, undeniably seemed
irresistible to the “colonized peoples” and “nations,” on the other hand notion conflicting with
long established state-centered system of International law could not have been accepted without
objection.
Yet, United Nations era brought a new life to the principle of self-determination by
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incorporating it as one of the goals of the organization, in the context of establishing “friendly
relations” and “equal rights of peoples.” Even though, the latter proclamation did not per se
amount to formulation of new rule, the subsequent resolutions and practice established selfdetermination as a core legal principle.
Regardless, up until today the precise definition, context, modes of application and the
resolution of clash with International legal norms is still lacking. The reason of the controversy
the principle has caused from the earliest times of its evolution lies within the undeniable conflict

5

with such important principles as sovereignty and territorial integrity. In particular, external selfdetermination beyond “colonial” context, leading to secession of an entity, is the clear
contradiction to principle of territorial inviolability. Nevertheless, even under “exceptional
circumstances” as the “measure of last resort”, international law allegedly guarantees for right to
remedial secession The latter notion of remedial secession was actively advanced within Kosovo
context and directly linked to the principle of external self-determination. The following chapter
aims to provide comprehensive overview of the principle of self-determination in order to set
stage for further analysis of remedial secession in subsequent chapters.
Thus, the Chapter will be divided into four sections fiirst one will address the colonial
context of self-determination and will analyze the process of its evolution as a legal right, the
second section will revolve around the notions of internal and post-colonial aspects of selfdetermination, subsequent section will deal with the definition of “people” for the selfdetermination purposes and last section will explore the territorial integrity and external selfdetermination argument.
1. Colonial Context of Self-determination
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The idea of self-determination or at least first shades of the concept is traced back in history
to refer to events occurring as early as 18th century during American and French Revolutions,
this early occurrences of the self-determination cannot be argued to have similar subject-matter
as the current day legal principle, nevertheless the political aspect of it could be evidenced to be
present.4

4

Cassese ,Self-determination of Peoples: A Legal Reppraisal, p. 11

6

The later reoccurrence of the principle after the First World War is associated with Woodrow
Wilson„s “fourteen Point” speech addressed to the United States Congress.5 Wilsonian approach
primarily focused on liberal and even democratic ideas of Government being based on “consent
of the governed.”6 Despite relatively moderate and reserved approach, the Wilsonian ideas were
not received with enthusiasm, Robert Lansing legal advisor of the US State department even
amounted the concept to mere idealism that will never be achieved and attempt to implement it
will cause more damage than good.7
Therefore, despite efforts the principle of self-determination was not included in the League
of Nations Covenant, supporting the view that international community does not perceive
concept as legal principle.8

Interestingly enough, in Aaland Islanders case International

Commission of Jurists and the Committee of Rapporteurs, even though denied right to secession,
they did acknowledge Islander‟s entitlement to respect to their language, identity and offered a
special regime of protection through autonomy.9 Thus, even in the absence of clear legal
regulations the “people” were entitled to structure resembling what would currently labeled as
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internal self-preservation and determination.

In addition, jurisdictional question in Aaland

5

as cited in Hurst Hannum, „Rethinking of Self-determination‟, Virginia Journal of International Law, Vol. 34, No.
1, 1993,p. 3-4, (Hereinafter Hannum: Rethinking Self-Determination).
6
Peter Hilpold, „The Right to Self-determination: Approaching an Elusive Concept through a Historic Iconography‟,
Austrian review of International and European law 23-48, Vol. 11, January 2006, p. 32
7
Robert Lansing: The Peace Negotiations, (December 13, 2003 e-book) , Chapter VII available at:
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/10444/pg10444.html (last visited on 10 August 2013)
8
Malcholm N. Shaw, International Law, (Cambridge University Press 6th ed., 2008,) pg. 251 (Hereinafter M. N.
Shaw, International law)
9
Aaland Islands Question, the Report by Commission of Raporteurs, League of Nations Council Document B7
21/68/ 106, 1920 available at: http://www.ilsa.org/jessup/jessup10/basicmats/aaland1.pdf (last visited on 10 August
2013) James Crawford, „The Right of Self-determination in International Law: Its Development and Future‟,
(hereinafter Crawford: Self-determination development and Future) in (ed.) Philip Alston, People’s Right, (Oxford
University Press, Nov.2001) p.13

7

Island‟s opinion “recounts birth of alternative international law…competent to discuss the birth
of states.”10
Later on, the United Nations Charter, proclaimed principle of self-determination as a goal to
be achieved within the context of “friendly relations” and “equal rights and self-determination of
peoples”.11 Scholars generally consider that during the time of charter drafting the principle of
self-determination, could not have creating legally binding obligations, since mere reference to
political aim rarely establishes international legal norm.12
Regardless, reference to the principle in the UN charter did provide the ground for
subsequent interpretation and gradual shift from political to legal right. In particular, within the
context of decolonization the United Nations General Assembly adopted two relevant resolutions
resolution no. 1514 (Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples) and resolution
no. 1541 set forth the principles to guide states in determining whether they should transmit
information on non-self-governing territories.13
The declaration granting independence to colonial people was adopted without dissenting
vote, and proclaimed that all peoples have right to self-determination.14 While the rationale of
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declaration in bringing “speed and unconditional end colonialism” is clear, the debate is revolved
around usage of “all peoples” without specifying the criteria of peoplehood.

10

Nathaniel Berman,„Sovereignty in Abeyance: Self-determination and International Law‟, (hereinafter Berman:
Sovereignty in Abeyance) in (ed.) Robert McCorquodale, Self-determination in International law,
(Ashgate/Dortmouth Publishing Compan Ltd, 200) p. 75
11
Charter of the United Nations, 24 October 1945, 1 UNTS XVI Article 1(2)
12
M.N. Shaw International Law, p. 252; Cassese: Self-Determination of peoples. 40;
13
G.A. Res . 1514, U.N. GAOR, 15th Sess.,Supp.No.16 at 66,67, U.N. Doc.A/L.323 (1960); G.A. res. 1541, U.N.
GAOR, 15th Sess., Sup. No 16 at 29, U.N. Doc. A/4651 (1960)
14
Ibid, para.2
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Despite the clear language of the resolutions to end the colonialism and prescription of
principle of self-determination therein, some scholars questioned the law-creating powers of the
General Assembly and treated the decolonization as mere political expediency which is “neither
consistent nor uniform.”15. The major reason for the rejectionist theory is the fact that they
approach international system as being composed of already established states and accordingly:
“it is scarcely possible to refer to an entity unless it already is one, so that it makes little judicial
sense to speak of a claim to become one…”16
Regardless, the overwhelming evidence indicates that the self-determination is indeed
established principle in international law. First of all, then cumulative effect of two resolutions
taken in conjunction with overwhelming support are capable of materializing opinion juris.17
Moreover, the legal value of self-determination within the colonial context and importance of
Resolution No. 1514 as guiding source, was affirmed by the International Court of Justice in
1971 Namibia and 1975 Western Sahara cases.18
Overall, as it could be deducted from the discussion above, self-determination emerging
through political idea, has gradually shifted into an established legal principle applying in
practice with the aim of bringing “speedy” end to colonialism. Cumulative effect of the UN
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Charter, relevant resolutions and interpretative opinions provided by the ICJ, lead to conclusion

15

Rupert Emerson, „Self-determination‟ p. 5, (hereinafter Emerson: Self-determination) in (ed.) Robert
McCorquodale, Self-determination in International law, (Ashgate/Dortmouth Publishing Compan Ltd, 200)
16
Berman: Sovereignty in Abeyance, p.32
17
Rosalyn Higgins, The Development of International Law through the Political Organs of the United
Nations,(Oxford University Press 1963) pp.101-102; Emerson: Self-determination, p.4; Ian Brownlie, Principles of
Public International Law, 4th Edition, (Clarendon Press 1990), p.515
18
International Court of Justice, Advisory Opinion No. 53, Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence
of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), 21 June
1971, 31; International Court of Justice, Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, 16 October 1975, paras. 54-73;
Christine Griffioen, Self-Determination as a Human right: The Emergency Exit of remedial Secession, (Science
Shop of Law, Economics and Governance, Utrecht University, August 2010), p.25

9

that the self-determination within “colonial” context is firmly established principles, causing far
less controversy than modern day notion of self-determination.
2. Modern Developments in the law of self-determination
The aspirations to gain certain level of autonomy, self-identification or in most extreme cases
secession actively started to emerge together with the end of colonialism and creation of new
states. The latter process re-defined the need to have clear regulations on protection of one‟s
identity which triggered many legal scholars explore grounds for “re-thinking” “re-defining” “reapproaching” the existing concept of self-determination beyond colonial context.19
Therefore, the modern approach suggests that the principle of self-determination is not an
exclusively colonial concept, but an “ongoing right”.20 The contemporary view is to suggest that
the principle implies right to representativeness, protection of one‟s identity, culture and as a
limited exceptional measure might involve secession.21 The numbers of scholars claim that
outside colonial era, self-determination can be effectively used as a tool for establishing
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democratic and representative governance.22 Another school of thought, primarily concerned

19

Robert McCorquodale, „Self-determination: A human Rights Approach‟,p.10 (Hereinafter McCorquodale: Selfdetermination Human Rights approach) in (ed.) Robert McCorquodale, Self-determination in International law,
(Ashgate/Dortmouth Publishing Compan Ltd, 200); Dietrich Murswiek, „The Issue of a Right to SecessionReconsidered‟ (hereinafter Murswiek: right to secession reconsidered) in (ed.) Christian Tomuschat, Modern Law of
Self-determination,(Martinus Nijhoff Publishers , 1993);
20
Cassese: Self-Determination, pp. 101-102; David Raic, Statehood and the Law of Self-Determination,
(Hereinafter: Riac: Self-Determination) (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2002,)p. 228
21

Christian Tomuschat: “ Self-determination in a post-colonial world” (in “Modern Law of Self-determination” ed.
Christian Tomuschat, Springer 1993) p.2
22
Gerry J. Simpson, „The Diffusion of Sovereignty: Self-determination in Post-Colonial Age‟ (Hereinafter,
Simpson: Diffusion of Sovereignty) in (ed.) Robert McCorquodale, Self-determination in International law,
(Ashgate/Dortmouth Publishing Compan Ltd, 200); p.615-616
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with secession, develops and expands on the idea of external right to self-determination.23 The
latter points will be addressed separately in chapters to follow.
2.1 Development of Self-determination as a Universal right
The fundamental human rights covenants created during the decolonization, International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Hereinafter ICCPR) and International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter ICESCR) both include identical wording
regarding the principle of self-determination within Article 1:
“Article 1:
All Peoples have right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely
determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development.”24
Even though the definition of the scope of the right is still open to doubts and debates, the
reference to “all peoples” and the legal value of the covenants as universally applicable
documents suggest its application goes beyond the decolonization.25 The overview of travaux
preparatories of the Covenants leads to a similar conclusion. In particular, the discussions on
article 1 paragraph 1 were mainly divided between narrow and broad interpretation of the
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wording. The most of the delegations present supported the interpretation of self-determination
beyond the colonial context.26 The Colonial powers were especially concerned with the

23

Lee C. Buchheit, Secession: The Legitimacy of Self-determination ,(Yale University Press, 1978,) p.220-222
UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 999, Art.1; UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 993, Art.1.
25
Riac: Self-Determination, p. 228
26
Observations of Governments U.N. GAOR, 10th Session, U.N. Docs. A/2910/add.1-3 (1955)
24

11

application of self-determination, and maintained that not only it applied to colonies right to
become independent but also right of groups within states to secede or separate.27
The Government of India clearly expressed its disagreement with majority and made a
reservation on Article 1 words, “self-determination” to apply only the peoples under foreign
domination. 28 The Indian reservation was met by three severe objections by Netherlands, France
and federal republic of Germany. The federal republic of Germany clarified that referral to “all
peoples” in the text was a general acknowledgement, not limited to “foreign domination.”29
Therefore, the argument can be made that since the efforts to emplace limitations on the
scope of application of Article 1 failed, the provision should be interpreted within “ordinary
meaning.”30 In addition, “object and purpose” interpretation would also lead to conclude that the
simultaneous inclusion of the provisions in two important human rights covenants cannot be
limited to “colonial” category of people only.31 Lastly, unlike the first version which referred to
past tense wording the adopted version states that “the peoples have the right to selfdetermination”, the usage of present tense was assumed: “to emphasize the fact that the right
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referred to is a permanent one.”32

27

U.N. Doc. A/2910/Add.1; U.N. GAOR 3d Comm., 6 th Sess.,399th mtg, Agenda Item 29, para 4, U.N. Doc.
A/C.3/SR 399 (1952); U.N. GAOR 3d Comm., 10 th Sess., 643d mtg, Agenta Item 28, para 10 U.N. Doc. A/C.3/SR
643, 1955
28
As cited in James Summers, Peoples and International Law: How Nationalism and Self-determination Shape a
Contemporary Law of Nations, (Hereinafter: Summers: Peoples and International law)(Martinus Nijhoff Publishers:
2007) p.153
29

Ibid at p. 236
Allan Rosas, „Internal Self-Determination‟ in (ed.)Christian Tomuschat, Modern Law of Selfdetermination,(Martinus Nijhoff Publishers , 1993), p.242
31
H. Quane, „The United Nations and the Evolving Right to Self-Determination‟, International and Comparative
Law Quarterly, Vol. 47 July 1998, pp.561-562
30

32

Cassese: Self-Determination, p. 54
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The similar formulations of the right to self-determination are also enshrined in the
provisions of other human rights instruments. The African Charter on Human Rights adopted in
1981, refers to self-determination in Article 19 and Article 20, the document puts additional
emphasis on “unquestionable and inalienable right to self-determination.”33
The support to “free will” of people to “determine without external interference, their
political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development” also stems from
General Assembly resolution No. 2627 on principles of International Law concerning Friendly
relations and Cooperation among States. Another, important formulation of self-determination as
a “right of peoples” is adopted by General Assembly resolution No. 2627, hereinafter Friendly
relations Declaration).34 Additional doubts as to the post-colonial applicability of the principle
can be thought to be erased by Paragraph 7 of Principle V, clearly insisting on respect and
applicability of the self-determination to groups of “people” within state.35
Additionally, principle of self-determination is referred in regional instrument operating in
Europe: the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe of 1975(Helsinki Declaration)
includes the principle of “equal rights and self-determination of peoples.” The language of the
principle is thought to be much more expansive than previous international pronouncements
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since it specifically refers to “all peoples” “always” have the right to external and internal selfdetermination.36

33

African Charter on Human and People‟s Rights, O.A.U. Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3, adopted 27 June, 1981, art. 19 nd
art.20.
34
Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, G.A. res. 2625, Annex, 25 UN GAOR, Supp. (No. 28), U.N.
Doc. A/5217 at 121 (1970), Principle V para.1
35
Ibid at Principle V para.7; Riac: Self-Determination, p. 250-255
36
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe: Final Act, Aug. 1, 1975, principle VIII; Antonio Cassese:
„Political Self-determination-Old Concepts and New Developments‟ in ed. Antonio Cassese , U.N law/ Fundamental
Rights: two topics in International Law 137, (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 1979) p.152
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Deriving from the abovementioned, the conclusion can be drawn that self-determination
under its current development is articulated as a “right”, that is of “general application” rather
than limited colonial context.37 While it seems clear at this stage that the self-determination had
achieved the status under international law, the scope of the right still remains to be disputed.
2.2 Internal Self-determination
The substantial number of legal scholars refer to “right to authentic self-government”38,
“democratic self-determination”39 or simply a “democracy”40 whenever assessing the scope and
content of the right. The strong support of the firmly established internal right to selfdetermination derives from the wording of the Friendly Relations Declaration mentioned above,
in conjunction with Helsinki Final act which directly refers to “internal” aspect. The latter
document goes even further in correlating internal self-determination and democratic rule and
establishes “continuous right to self-determination.”41
According to Crawford, the concept of democratic rights became ultimately important after
1989, the era which is marked as the third stage in the development of right to selfdetermination.42 Nevertheless, the right to participate in government is not a new concept under
International Human rights law. It was enshrined in Article 21 of the UDHR and Article 25 of
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the ICCPR, guaranteeing representativeness and participation.
Even though, international law scholars differentiate between the forms that “internal selfdetermination takes” as a general rule it can be established to entail two fundamental rights: “the
37

Crawford: Self-determination development and Future, supra note 9, at p 32; Hannum : Rethinking Selfdetermination, supra note 2, p.225
38
Cassese, Self-determination of peoples, p.110-111
39
Simpson: Diffusion of Sovereignty, p.608
40
Hurst Hannum, Autonomy, Sovereignty, and Self-determination: The Accommodation of Conflicting
Rights,(University of Pennsylvania Press 1996) p. 30
41
Cassese: Self-Determination of peoples, p. 286
42
Crawford: Self-determination development and Future, , p. 25
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right to participate effectively in the political and economic life of one‟s country and the right to
protect one‟s identity.”43 The requirement of representativeness does not imply only formal
indications of existence of such right, but it is primarily concerned with substantive and effective
participation in the formulation of national and local policy.44 Additionally, a fair balance must
be achieved ensuring the fair and proper treatment of minorities avoiding “abuse of dominant
position.”45
In conclusion, it should also be emphasized that making self-determination a human right
applicable within internal context gives opportunities to states to eliminate aggravation of
situation into a conflict, by granting its minority‟s full and meaningful representation and on the
other hand protects the aspirations of those groups to self-identify, protect culture and become
actively involved in decision-making. Therefore, keeping self-determination within internal
borders, rather than calling for secessionist movements, could in fact provide better protection
and consolidation of competing interest of a state and “the peoples”.
3. The problem of defining the people
The discussion about the right to self-determination is primarily a debate over the definition
of “self.” From the early stages of its development the concept has been criticized for lack of
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clarity, great deal of which concerns the precise identification of right holders. Indeed, Ivor

43

Hannum: Rethinking Self-Determination, p.252; Thomas M. Franck, „The Emerging Right to Democratic
Governance‟, 86 American Journal of International Law 46 1992
44
Gregory H. Fox, „The right to Political participation in International law‟, 17 Yale Journal of International Law
539 (1992)
45
McCorquodale: Self-determination Human Rights approach, p. 485
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Jennings makes reasonable point when claiming that self-determination: “is in fact ridiculous
because the people cannot decide until somebody decides who the people are.”46
The United Nations practice regarding decolonization indicates that the preference was given
to “territorial” definition of people, since the whole population of a territory achieved
independence, within boundaries of former colonial state, and without any relevance given to
“ethnic” composition of the state.47 Nevertheless, the practice has not been uniform and
consistent. The examples of division of northern and southern Cameroon, the former joining
Nigeria and the latter to French Cameroon, or separation of Rwanda and Burundi were based on
“ethnic” considerations.48
Outside colonial context, several approaches towards definition of “people” can be traced.
One approach adopted by Rosalyn Higgins refers to the unification of “peoples” in their entirety,
implying the right holders are “the peoples of a state.”49 However, adopting this principle would
mean that the states are comprised of homogenous societies, which is hard to imagine in the era
of globalization.
In addition, the Supreme Court of Canada also affirmed the position that term “people”
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should not be equated with entre “nation” by maintaining the following:
“The juxtaposition of these terms is indicative that the reference to “people” does not
necessarily mean the entirety of state‟s population. To restrict the definition of the

46

James Crawford, The Creation of States in International law, (hereinafter Crawford: Creation of States) ,(
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2005) p.124
47
Michla. Pomerance, Self-Determination in Law and Practice, The New Doctrine in the United Nations, (The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 1982,) p. 18
48

Ibid p.19
Rosalyn Higgins, Problems and Process , International law and How we use it, (hereinafter Higgins: Problems
and Process) (Oxford University Press 1994), p.124
49

16

term to the population of existing states would render the granting of a right to selfdetermination largely duplicative.”50
Another approach to “peoplehood” differentiates between “subjective” and “objective”
elements.51 The subjective element concentrates upon the “common subjective attachment”
expressed through self-consciousness of belonging to group.52 The objective criteria emphasize
the external differences of the “people” from others.
The twofold test has been identified within the “Final Report and recommendations” of the
1989 UNESCO International Meeting of Experts on Further Study of the Concept of the Rights
of Peoples. Whereby the criteria for “peoplehood” are identified in the common historical
tradition, racial and ethnic identity, cultural homogeneity, linguistic unity, religious or
ideological affinity, territorial connection and common economic life.53
While the cumulative criteria mentioned above, might offer some relevant framework for
assessment of “peoplehood”, determining in fact if particular group falls within the listed criteria
remains controversial, especially considering that “peoples” is not a static notion it can change
over the times, it can be formed and reformed. The approach also negatives the possibility of
abuse of definition, by creating “people” for the purposes of attaining certain political or social
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aims.54
It also remains challenging to draw a border line distinction between “minorities” and
“peoples”, even though the minority rights are dealt separately under Article 27 of the
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Covenant.55 The framework for assessment of “minority” and “people” is necessary to define
who is entitled to self-determination, since in the present vacuum any group can assert being
entitled to right to self-determination: movements of Kurds in Turkey, Chechens in the Russian
federation all refer to the right as ground for their aspirations.
Overall, despite the certain limited general framework, which can easily be subject to
scrutiny, the precise, conceptualized definition of “people” is still missing under current day
international law. There is still not a clear borderline distinction drawn between “peoples” and
“minorities.” Due to the foregoing reasons as Crawford correctly mentioned the issue of
definition of right-holders still falls within the “political decisions” of the international
community.56
4. Territorial Integrity and Self-determination
Traditionally, principle of territorial integrity is one of the oldest and well-established
principles of international law, even Article 10 of the Covenant of League of nations guaranteed
respect for “territorial integrity” of the states. The fear and suspicion towards self-determination
is understandable, considering that the International law is built upon a state-centered system and
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exercise of at least external aspect of self-determination clearly endangers state‟s territorial
integrity.57
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In relation to secessionist movements and “absolutist” approach suggests that: “international
community is not a suicide club” to undermine its own security by allowing right to secede.58
Much more general sense the argument regarding the utmost relevance of the territorial integrity
and conflict with self-determination is outlined by United Nations Secretary General, Boutros
Boutros-Ghali in his report “Agenda for Peace”:
“If every ethnic, religious or linguistic group claimed statehood, there would be no
limit to fragmentation, and peace, security and economic wellbeing for all would
become ever more difficult to achieve.”59
Moreover, almost all international instruments addressing in one form or another right to
self-determination, mirror the provisions for protection of territorial integrity. 60 The United
Nations, charter recognizes both principles as key purposes of the organization.61 While
secession is less debated within colonial context, the clear contradiction arises in post-colonial
regime and the supporters of limiting self-determination to decolonization frequently refer to
“territorial integrity” argument.
The authors rejecting development of principle of external self-determination generally favor
internal approach.62 In addition, some even though not rejecting in its entirety the principle of
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external self-determination limit its application only to “racial groups.”63
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Despite the preferential value it‟s goal “is to safeguard the interests of the peoples of the
territory. The concept of territorial integrity is meaningful only so long as it continues to fulfill
that purpose to all the sections of people.”64 Indeed, the presumption that continuous human
rights violations and denial of internal aspects of self-determination can lead to an external right
to self-determination was acknowledged by Canadian Supreme court as “exceptional” measure.65
The Friendly Relations Declaration guarantees the territorial integrity only for states:
“conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination.”66 The provision, if read a contrario can be alleged to make the territorial
integrity “rebuttable” notion.67 The clause was reaffirmed by the United Nations World
Conference on Human Rights, held in Vienna in 1993 with the provision mirroring the language
of the friendly declaration.
In the line with abovementioned, number of international scholars believes that principle
of territorial integrity is “eroding.”68 According to Simpson even this form of limited secession
might be on the point of Crystallizing. In support of this position he refers to the UN sanctioned
intervention on behalf of Kurds in 1991, even though the action was in clear breach of territorial
integrity of Iraq, Security Council resolution no. 688 had a humanitarian aim of aiding Kurds
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who were subject to massive human rights violations.69
The coordinated relation between self-determination and territorial integrity is supported
by Murswiek, who does not exclude possibility of secession “if people in question have no other
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chance of self-determination.”70 According to him, secession might be a form of sanction for
denial of granting internal right to self-determination. “Absolutist” approach towards the
territorial integrity is also rejected by Buchnan who calls for “progressive” interpretation and
asserts right to secession would be a remedy of last resort against those states that decline to act
in accordance with international legal rules.71
Overall, as indicated above, outside the colonial context the notion of external right to
self-determination comes into conflict with principle of territorial integrity. Even though, the
latter principle has been conventionally thought to have a precedence over the right to selfdetermination, current developments in law and state practice indicate that, under specified
circumstances of gross human rights violations and denial of internal self-determination right to
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seek a refuge outside the territorial boundaries of a given state.
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5. Concluding Remarks
The aim of the present chapter was to outline the major aspects of the law on selfdetermination and t set out framework for further analysis of the principle of remedial secession
as being deduced from the right to external self-determination. The observance on the right to
self-determination allows identification of three substantial stages of its development which has
been separately addressed within the chapter.
First stage of development is traced back to first part of twentieth century within political
perceptions of President Woodrow Wilson, incorporating the liberal idea of “let the people
decide.” Despite its appeal the notion has remained as a political philosophy up until the
proclamation of the principle within United Nations Charter, which can mark the beginning of
the subsequent stage of development of the concept.
Second stage of the self-determination concerns its decolonization aspect. Within ten
years after the adoption of the UN Charter and inclusion of self-determination as an aim, the
General Assembly initiated the procedures for ending colonialism. As a result of numerous
resolutions directly referring to self-determination of “colonial people”, the principle has
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gradually transferred from political context into the “right” of colonial peoples.
Despite the fact that many have argued for limited interpretation of self-determination,
confined within colonial borders, the post cold war developments set stage for renewed emphasis
on self-determination, thus transforming it to the next stage of development. Inclusion of selfdetermination in two universally applicable human rights covenants indicates the establishment
of the principle as a “right” which applies to “all peoples.”
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As regards the beneficiaries of the right, the chapter emphasized the substantial
difficulties faced by differential approaches towards the definition of “people” and specific
challenges of delaminating border-line between “people” and “minorities”.
Lastly, while addressing the conflict between external self-determination and territorial
integrity, the new shift towards “progressive” interpretation of the notion has been offered.
Namely, the external self-determination expressed through a “remedial secession” which could
be answer to the existing vacuum between on one hand customary norm of “territorial integrity”
and on the other hand right of oppressed “people” to achieve external exercise of self-
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determination.
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Chapter II. Status of remedial Secession under International law
Introduction
As outlined in the previous chapter the right to self-determination is one of the most
fundamental norms of international law, which outside of the colonial context is primarily
exercised internally. In contrast to the internal dimension, external self-determination causes
great controversy among states, first of all because it naturally clashes with the established
principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity of states that form part of international
community, also fear of setting a disrupting precedents. Nevertheless, the theoretical background
of “remedial secession” or “qualified right of secession” aims to provide ultimumremediumfor
those extreme circumstances, where the denial of the right to self-determination couples with
serious injustices suffered by the people.72
In order to deduct lexlata or lexferenda status of remedial secession we must turn to the
examination of existing sources of law. In this regard following chapter will be divided into two
subsections, the first section will explore existing treaty law in search of an arguments for
remedial secession, followed by the discussion of the existing state practice and legal
commentaries. Since Kosovo‟s declaration of independence is considered to be a turning point in
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the discussion, the following chapter will only analyze international law as it stood prior to the
declaration; only after the theoretical framework is set Kosovo will be examined as a case of
remedial secession and thus a potential legal precedent.
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1. Remedial Secession and treaty law
A conventional law is one of the primary sources of international law, thus the search of a
right of remedial secession should initiate exploring the two fundamental conventional
documents incorporating right of “self-determination”: the United Nations Charter as well as two
subsequent human rights covenants and their drafting history.
1.1 The United Nations Charter
The Dumbarton Oaks proposal which was the starting point for negotiations on the UN
Charter did not include self-determination at all; it was added as part of “purposes” of the
organization on the initiative of Soviet Union.73 As a result, the principle enshrined in Articles 1
was proclaimed as the “raison d’etre” of the organization, and was repeated in Article 55 of the
Charter.
The travaux preparatoires of the UN Charter points to an interesting discussion regarding the
meaning of “equal right and self-determination.”

As it was summarized by the special

rapparteur:
“an essential element of the principle in question, is a free and genuine expression of
the will of the peoples; and thus to avoid cases like those alleged by Germany and
CEU eTD Collection

Italy, that the principle as one whole extends as a general basic conception to a
possible amalgamation of nationalities if they so freely choose.”74

The number of states expressed criticism towards inclusion of people‟s right to selfdetermination as basis for the friendly relations, however the amendments were rejected with the
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argumentation that according to the paragraph 2 of the Article 1: “Equality of rights, therefore,
extends in the Charter to states, nations and peoples.”75 However, even those supporting broad
interpretation seemed to limit the concept to national self-government, coupled with some states
drastically opposing secession amounting it to an “international anarchy.”76
The Special Rapporteur of the Subcommission on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities summed up debate concerning secession and self-determination in a
report stating following:
“The principle of equal rights and self-determination, as laid down in the Charter of
the United Nations, does not grant an unlimited right of secession to populations
living in the territory of an independent sovereign state, and such a right cannot be
regarded as a provision of lexlata….The right of secession unquestionably exists,
however, in a special, but very important case: that of peoples, territories, and entities
subjugated in violation of international law..”77

Deriving from the abovementioned, one can conclude that it would be over-inclusive
interpretation of the “self-determination” to directly deduct authorization of secession under the
UN Charter. However, as suggested by Murswiek treaty interpretation cannot be limited only to
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travaux preparatoires but should include the subsequent practice.

78

Therefore, analysis of

subsequent practice is needed to answer whether self-determination engages right to secession.
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1.2 Common Article 1 of the ICCPR and ICESCR
The fundamental question to be asked within the scope of common article one is whether it
entails right to unilateral secession. In this respect, since the textual interpretation cannot provide
sufficient clarity reference could be made to travaux preparatoire of the Covenants raising
discussion on two substantial issues.
First of all, during the drafting process states directly addressed issue of secession. For
example, New Zeeland argued that: "if self-determination was intended to be recognized as a
right, the right should be commensurate with the principle and should include the right of
secession.”79 The similar positions were voiced by Australia, the Netherlands and United
Kingdom. The latter states believed that Article 1(1) of the covenants "confers the right of selfdetermination on 'all peoples,' and makes no distinction between colonial peoples and ethnic
minorities within a state.”80
Even though, none of the formulations were adopted the initial drafts included
“establishment of new state”, “choosing form of government” or “seceding from a
state”.81Clearly, abovementioned indicate that some states did express the support for secession;
however, it was put in broadest and general terms, without any direct referral to the “right of
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secession.”At the same time it could be argued that the member states did not intend to prohibit
secession either. .82
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Secondly, the states debated whether “all people” implies in the covenants right of ethnic or
minority groups or addressed all the people of a state as such. The proper definition essentially
changes the results one could deduct from self-determination, since if “people” are to be defined
broadly including “minorities” or „ethnic groups”, their political status determination might also
lead to remedial secession. However drafting history could not allow for such over-inclusive
interpretation simply due to non-agreement of the states it was established that “peoples” have to
be interpreted in a “most general sense and that no definition was necessary.”83
Additionally, respective covenants established two monitoring bodies Human Rights
Committee and Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights entrusted with functions of
receiving state reports as well as producing general comments on provisions of the covenants.84
Nevertheless, even the two committees were unable to provide more clarity. The general
comments did not produce sufficient analysis of the principle, committee only drew “a
distinction between the right to self-determination and the rights protected under article 27”85
Nevertheless, committee in cases: J.G. A. Diergaardt v. Namibia and Mahuika v. New Zealand
admitted relevance of Article 1 by stating following: “the provisions of article 1 may be relevant
in the interpretation of other rights protected by the Covenant, in particular articles 25, 26 and
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27”.86 Thus, the above statement might suggest that committee does not exclude possibility of
minorities qualifying as people.87
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Deriving from abovementioned, it can be concluded that international treaty law provides
little if any support to the alleged existence of the right to unilateral (remedial) secession. Even
though, the existent discussions indicate that secession never ceased to be important while
elaborating self-determination, it would still be far stretched argument to claim that remedial
secession is detected within the treaties explored above.
2. Remedial Secession rule of Customary International law?
The international treaty law does not create a binding rule of remedial secession, in fact it is
even arguable whether parties as such had an intention to interpret self-determination so far as to
involve the right of a territorial unit to unilaterally secede. Nevertheless, provided that there is
nothing to suggest implicit or explicit prohibition of such occurrence, the room for further
observance remains open.
International custom as enshrined in Article 38 (1) b is used as: “the evidence of a general
practice accepted as law.”88 The customary law unlike other sources of international law has
several interesting features. First of all, custom creates higher threshold of compliance by its
binding nature, even upon the parties not being member of a particular international treaty.
Secondly, custom can clarify or elaborate certain rules that are included in treaty provisions.89
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Most importantly, custom can initiate or contribute development of particular international
rule.90
In order to support or oppose the customary nature of remedial secession, two conventional
elements of international custom must be explored id est state practice (objective element) and
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opinion juris(subjective element).91. According to the narrow interpretation of the concept the
state practice is created by actions or omissions of state (physical acts).92 More inclusive
interpretation suggests that state practice is not only limited to what states do, but extends to
public verbal acts as well.93
Nevertheless, the general search for state practice extends to assessment of judicial
decisions,94 diplomatic correspondence, national legislations, decisions of national courts,
reactions on discussions at international organizations.95 Even though manifestation of state
practice needs sets uniformity,96 extensiveness and time requirement,97 the components are not
axiomatic, since even

passage of short time can be considered satisfactory, or instead of

universal “general acceptance” deemed sufficient.98
The subjective element or opinion juris refers to the states internal belief that the conduct at
hand is legally obligatory.99The latter element of custom can be deducted from official
statements made by the “agents” of the State, the statements made at national as well as
international level, governmental positions concerning treaties or resolutions or the reasoning
used in national judgments.100 Additionally, verbally expressed statements can simultaneously
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satisfy criteria for state practice and opinion juris, making it complicated to “disentangle the two
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elements.”101Thus, it might be the case that no separate proof of opinion juris might be required
if strong state practice exists or when the state practice is inconsistent subjective element might
provide guidance on issue.102
The contemporary developments in the international scholarly works suggest the shift or
greater support for existence of opinion juris rather than state practice.103The proponents for the
renewed approach frequently cite Nicaragua case, whereby, court stressed the importance of
opinion juris, over inconsistence of state practice.104 The latter approach is particularly relevant
for the remedial secession, since opponents of the notion frequently refer to the inconsistent state
practice as the indication of only theoretical relevance of the doctrine.
The following sections will analyze existent evidence from the contemporary point of view
id est: without separately addressing state practice and opinion juris trying to locate strong
support for remedial secession. As stated above, the examination of customary character of
remedial secession will be divided within two important timelines, present chapter exploring
practice that existed before Kosovo‟s unilateral declaration and subsequent chapter dedicated to
facts and legal analysis of post Kosovo state of International law.
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2.1 Judicial Decisions as Evidence of State Practice
Even though Judicial decisions as such constitute a separate source of International law
as envisaged under Article 38(1) d, for current purposes, the decisions could also serve a proof of
an existing or shaping state practice regarding secession. Moreover, decisions expressed at
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regional or international level also provide relevant content on how does international
community evaluate the concept of “remedial secession.” As noted by the International law
commission “record of cumulative practice of such organizations may be regarded as evidence of
customary international law.”105
2.1.1 Aaland Islands Case
The Aaland Islands case concerned the dispute between Finland and Sweden over the
archipelago largely inhabited by Swedish. In 1919, after the Finland declared its independent
from Russian Empire, the plebiscite was held resulting in overwhelming majority of the Islands
(96 per cent) supporting Swedish reunification. The proposals were rejected by Finland and
leaders of separatist movement arrested, subsequently Great Britain intervened and brought the
case before the League of Nations. 106
The two expert bodies created to give an advisory opinion gave similar assessment of right to
self-determination and minority issues. Both concluded that the self-determination at that time
did not form part of legal right under international law and that: “it was a principle of justice and
of liberty, expressed by a vague and general formula which has given rise to most varied
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interpretations and differences of opinion.”107
The Rapparteurs explicitly clarified that minorities could not secede by simply referring to
their “wish” or “good pleasure, “which would lead to an establishment of “anarchy” within
international community.108 Regardless, Committee did express its awareness of minority
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oppression, by establishing the possibility of secession. The report clarified that separation could
be an option: “when the state lacks either the will or the power to enact and apply just and
effective guarantees.”109
Since the oppression was not established Autonomous settlement was suggested.

The

settlement was guaranteed by caveat, noting that in the case of failure from Finland to comply
with the settlement provisions the interest of Aalanders would force committee to: “advise the
separation of the islands from Finland, based on wishes of the inhabitants.”110
Overall, the Commission of Jurists and the Committee of Rapporteurs came to an
agreement regarding the possibilities of secession, clarifying that the extreme oppression of subgroups could lead to separation. The advisory opinion, even though denies value of legal concept
of self-determination, closely resembles to what has since evolved as the doctrine of “remedial
secession.”Therefore arguably, the opinion presents important state practice for the sake of
assessment of remedial secession.
2.1.2 Secession of Quebec
The Canadian Supreme Court decision on case Reference re Secession of Quebec could
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also be viewed as a substantial source from which one could deduct a state practice. It is
noteworthy, that the decision does not only endorse the assessment of post-colonial selfdetermination by a national court but also almost all noted international expert was invited to
submit a written opinion and briefs on the case.
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The case before the Supreme Court concerns the alleged right of secession by Canadian
region of Quebec, which is largely inhabited by French population, with a distinct language and
culture. Three hypothetical questions were presented to the Court, however only the second
question directly falls within the scope of current discussion, which was formulated as follows:
“Does international law give the National Assembly, legislature of government of
Quebec the right to effect secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally? In this
regard, is there a right to self-determination under international law that would give
the National Assembly, legislature or Government of Quebec the right to effect the
secession of Quebec from Canada unilaterally?”111
While the Supreme Court findings have relevance for the doctrine of remedial secession,
submitted legal opinions of international law scholars also provide additional ground for deeper
observation and analysis and for this purpose will be separately addressed below.
a) Legal Commentaries and Opinions
As according to Malcolm n. Shaw, the principle of territorial integrity lies at the “heart” of
international system. However, it is also cognizable that the obligation applies only to states and
not to individuals or groups living within a certain state. Therefore, as the matter of law secession
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is neither recognized nor prohibited under international system and is absolutely neutral towards
it.112
Moreover, while analyzing exceptional situations, Shaw refers to a contrario reading of
Friendly Relation Declarations as indirect and subordinate, lacking substantial power to change
existing legal order which does not allow for secession. Nevertheless, Shaw also admits that in
111
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the light of “truly exceptional” situations claim of secession may be made.113 As for the precise
definition of the exceptional situation Shaw cites the characteristics provided by Cassese:
“extreme and unremitting persecution and the lack of any reasonable prospect for peaceful
challenge.”114
The report of professor George Ali-Saab gives a positive answer to the second question of
the referral arguing that Quebec does have right to effect secession. The scholar is convinced that
secession does not violate territorial integrity since the latter does not apply to individuals or
groups. At the same time, prohibition of use of force is not violated unless third parties intervene
or secession struggles are controlled or carried out by foreign elements. Therefore, the scholar
concludes that international law recognizes an “effective state, independently of the process by
which it came into existence”115
Thomas M. Franck in his report draws a fundamental distinction on the terminology. For
him, the term “right” is not correctly applied with secession, since right also “implies legally
enforceable entitlement”, he views secession more as a privilege. He goes further to claim that
while the right of secession under international law might not exits, the latter “does not prohibit
and thus permit secession.”116Furthermore, the privilege is accumulated into a right, whenever
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the guarantees for proper realization of self-determination at local level are denied.
On the contrary, James Crawford in his submission denies existence of right to unilateral
secession. First, Crawford makes a clear distinction between processes of dissolution that is not
to be mistaken with unilateral secession. Secondly, through examining contemporary state
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practice, he concludes that the right to unilateral secession is non-existent. Interestingly enough,
Crawford‟s analysis of state practice also engages into discussions about Kosovo,117 which at that
time was not recognized by any states. The latter fact, together with the analysis of Bangladesh,
Republika Srpska, Chechnya and others leads Crawford to conclude that “there is a strong
reluctance to support unilateral secession or separation” within international community.118
Overall, there seems to be an agreement among international scholars concerning
neutrality of international law to regulate the issues relating to secession. However, there is a
distinction on how scholars interpret neutrality. For example while for Franck agrees that
Quebec could exercise privilege of secession, since it is not prohibited by international law,
Crawford strongly disagrees with a preposition that non-prohibition can be interpreted as
allowance of secession.
b) Supreme Court Decision

The Supreme Court of Canada while answering the second question, engaged into
analysis of self-determination and its correlation with principles of secession and territorial
integrity. At the outset, the Court attached great value to principle of self-determination, also
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adding emphasis on internal dimension of a right. The latter position according to the court is
capable of accommodating safeguards for territorial integrity and stability of international
relations among States.119
Nevertheless, the Court did raise the issues related to external aspect of selfdetermination which in “the most extreme of cases” might include right to secede. While the two
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grounds for external self-determination that is: colonial context and “alien subjugation,” were
accepted by the court as undisputed, the third circumstance also fell into the courts attention. In
this respect the court stated:
“Although this third circumstance has been described in several ways, the underlying
proposition is that, when a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right
to self-determination internally, it is entitled, as a last resort, to exercise it by
secession”120
The above paragraph appears to indicate the courts acknowledgement of the existence of
remedial secession, however following the recognition, the Court continued that “it remains
unclear whether this third proposition actually reflects an established international law standard”,
thus diminishing the value the paragraph could have had on the status of the principle. Moreover
Jure Vidmar remarked, the comment made by the Court on remedial secession did not engage
subject-matter at hand, it was not necessary for the decision, and thus is not binding.121
Overall, the decisions analyzed above indicate that there is a certain practice within national
and international systems, whereby right to unilateral secession is acknowledged, however in
order to meet the requirement of customary international law, mere mention or indirect referral is
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not enough. Thus, the practice could only be engaged in order to prove that the concept of
remedial or qualified right to secession is not a novelty, but the ideas date back as early as
Aasland Islands case and further acknowledged in subsequent decisions.
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2.2 Declaration on Friendly Relations and opinion juris
The adoption of the Declaration on friendly relations in 1970 marked yet another step in the
development of the principle of self-determination.122 The declaration is essential due to several
reasons. First of all, it elaborates on already existing legal principles derived from the UN
Charter and is commonly viewed as “the most authoritative expression of the scope and meaning
of the basic principles of international law.”123 Secondly, unanimous adoption of the declaration
arguably constitutes expression of opinion juris by states and is even classified as example of an
“instant custom” by some scholars.124
In this respect, paragraph 7 of the Principle V is of particular relevance for the present
discussions, since it is considered to entail one of the strongest supports for the concept of
remedial secession.125 The provision guarantees territorial integrity for:
“States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples as described above and thus possessed of a government
representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race,
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creed or colour”126
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If read a contrario, the part suggest that if state is not representative and fails to protect equal
rights and self-determination, than the protection shield of territorial integrity is broken. 127 Even
though, the paragraph, its object and precise meaning is still subject to a great debate among
international law scholars, the referral to drafting history might shed some light into the dispute.
2.2.1 Drafting History and Opinio Juris
In 1963 the Special Committee on the instructions of general Assembly started working on
formulation of seven legal principles for friendly relations, in compliance with the charter of the
United Nations. The principle of self-determination was one point over which the consensus was
hardest to reach, eventually leading to adoption of a “compromise version”.128
The formulation of paragraph seven first appeared in the draft submission of the United
States which provided as follows:
“The exercise of a sovereign and independent State possessing representative
Government, effectively functioning as such to all distinct peoples within its territory
is presumed to satisfy the principle of equal rights and self-determination as regards
those people.”129
The formulation of the text was later repeated in British draft, however, the British
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representative made it clear that the proposal did not “intend to encourage secession.”130 The
reaction that the drafts received from states was mixed, ranging from ones considering it as
imposition of “political persuasions”,131 to Australia welcoming the text as balanced approach to
127
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self- determination

132

and the Netherlands not excluding the possibility of secession if people

were “being fundamentally discriminated against” within a state.133 The amended formulation
adopted the US and UK views of representative government, however added safeguards for
territorial integrity within the text.134
Thus, the consensus reached with respect to paragraph seven seemed to allocate interest
of the main players. On the one hand, western approach to equate representative government with
self-determination was safeguarded, and on the other hand, for the third world states the
paragraph meant support for their fight against white minority rule.135
In conclusion, as the drafting history indicates states even though quite cautious about the
secessionist attempts, laid down criteria which could make principle of territorial integrity
rebuttable notion. It would be exaggeration to claim that opinion juris supporting remedial
secession was created with the adoption of the Friendly relations declaration. However, the ideas
expressed by the states supports the claim that territorial integrity is not an absolute principle.
The latter, is the strongest argument for the right to remedial secession analyzed so far, however
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still incapable of proving existence of customary rule to unilateral secession.
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3. Concluding Remarks
The current chapter intended to explore remedial secession within the scope of sources of
international law and deduct its existence or traces of support in treaty and customary law. At the
outset, the exploration of treaty basis of remedial secession led to conclusion that the principle
cannot be assumed to constitute a treaty law. Namely, referral to “self-determination” within the
UN Charter and human rights covenant is ambiguous and considering the time and events that
led up to their adoption seems highly unlikely that states at that time intended to include
secession as exceptional measure.
However, the exploration of customary basis of remedial secession as referred in domestic
and regional case law does not exclude possibility of the existence of such right within very
limited exceptional circumstances. Moreover, the referral to the drafting history of Friendly
Relations Declaration indicates that states being aware of territorial integrity still made it subject
to certain limitations that are existence of “representative government” and prohibition of
“discrimination.”
Thus, answering the main question raised in the chapter, the status of remedial secession at
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the current stage supports allegation that it is “lex ferenda” and note yet formulated as “hard
law.” However, events leading up to declaration of independence of Kosovo and subsequent
recognitions and opinions expressed by states allegedly creates another ground to re-assess the
status of remedial secession as it stands nowadays. Thus, the subsequent chapter will explore if
Kosovo served as a precedent of remedial secession and what possible changes it might have
caused for the right to remedial secession.
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Chapter III. Remedial Secession and case of Kosovo
Introduction

On 17 February, 2008 Kosovo declared independence from Serbia by issuing a unilateral
declaration of independence. Subsequent developments led the General Assembly to request an
advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice. The question, as well as the opinion
itself caused a great controversy and partial disappointment in scholars, hoping to obtain
clarification from the ICJ on the principle of remedial secession. Regardless of its outcome, the
entire process of Kosovo‟s emergence as an independent state recognized by 105 UN member
states is essential. 136
The concept of remedial secession was controversial as it lacked substantial practice. The
events leading up and surrounding Kosovo‟s unilateral declaration of independence opened a
ground for new debates, concerning the precedential value of secession. If proved that the
Kosovo is an “authoritative precedent” it can be concluded that it was capable of creating the
change within customary international law.137 Reliance on novel right is capable of modifying
customary international law, provided that the principle is shared by another states.138
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Thus, the primary question raised in the chapter will be whether Kosovo is a legal precedent
capable of modifying existing customary international law? In this respect particular focus will
be on the state submission to the ICJ regarding Kosovo‟s declaration of independence. However,
in order to have comprehensive outlook on the events occurring prior and after Kosovo‟s
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declaration, the relevant part of the chapter will be dedicated to providing historical and legal
context of the conflict.
1. Historical Background of the conflict in Kosovo
Determining historical truth of the conflict in Kosovo, is almost an utopian idea, since the
parties to the conflict always have their side of historical truth radically different from each
other. However, it would definitely go beyond the scope of our observations to engage into
historical argumentations, therefore the chapter will only attempt to provide brief historical
context that later played a role for the number of states to recognize Kosovo either as “sui
generis” case or simply because they were convinced of existence of remedial secession.
In this regard, the starting point of the historians while reporting the timeline of events in
Kosovo goes back as early as 1389, when the Serbian army was defeated by Ottoman Turks, who
eventually took control of the territory.

139

. At the same time Albanians view Kosovo as the

source of their nationalism, where the League of Prizren was created to defend Albania and
achieve autonomy within Ottoman Empire.140
After the World War II, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes was reconstructed into a
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socialist state, led by Josip Broz Tito, who proclaimed resistance against Nazism as an uniting
elements of nations and nationalities.141. At the initial stage 1946 Yugoslav constitution
established Kosovo as Autonomous Region within Serbia.142 However, in 1964 the status was
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upgraded into an Autonomous Province, allowing later to establish legislative and judicial
authority and representation in the federal parliament.
In response to ethnic tensions rising in Kosovo Albanians several other amendments were
introduced which culminated into 1974 constitution, granting Kosovo the same rights as to other
six republics, including administrative and economic powers.143 However the crucial difference
among republics and autonomous provinces lied in the clarification of the republics as “nations”
capable of possibly exercising secession while “nationalities” did not enjoy the similar right. 144
After Tito‟s death in 1980s the Albanians dissatisfaction with their status grew, finally
culminated into open demands for Kosovo republic within Yugoslavia.145 At the same time Serbs
were claiming sufferings even amounting to: “physical, political, legal and cultural genocide.”146
Meanwhile, Tito‟s regime was replaced by Slobodan Milošević, gaining support through his
mass mobilizing slogans demanding end of autonomous provinces within Serbia.
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In 1989

Serbian Parliament introduced amendments to Serbian Constitution abolishing federal status of
Kosovo and Vojvodina.148

In response Kosovo held “underground referendum” and
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subsequently declared its independence on 22 September 19991.149
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Subsequent to the declaration a shadow government was established by the Democratic
League of Kosovo (DLK) under the leadership of Ibrahim Rugova. The government was
declared illegal by Serbia and the Arbitration Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia did
not consider Kosovo‟s request, since it only dealt with entities having republic status within
SFRY.150
As for the human rights situation, report of Human Rights Watch regarding the situation on
1990-1992 notes that: “Serbian government has blatantly and systematically violated the most
basic tenets set forth in international human rights documents.”151 The latter abuses led to
creation of Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), claiming responsibility for series of bomb attacks to
achieve their goal.152 In March 1998 an armed rebellion was initiated in Kosovo, resulting in
large areas of Kosovo becoming controlled by KLA. The Security Council responded to the
situation by passing resolution 1169, condemning KLA as terrorist organization at the same time
calling Yugoslav government to negotiate greater autonomy and meaningful self-administration
for Kosovo.153
Serbia responded to KLA acts by engaging into a swift counterattack, taking control over the
territories at the same time Albanian civilians became primary casualties. Shortly after the
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counterattack estimated numbers of 200,000 ethnic Albanians were displaced.154 Security
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Council in response adopted number of resolutions calling for initiation of peaceful negotiations
and ceasing armed confrontations.155
Simultaneously the Contact Group representing the US, EU and Russia initiated the
Rambouillet talks to achieve framework agreement among parties. While representatives of
Kosovo signed an agreement on 18 March 1999, FRY refused to engage in it, meanwhile
allegedly continuing ethnic cleansing of Albanians in Kosovo.156 The latter resulted in NATO
intervention in the conflict.
1.1 NATO involvement in Kosovo
NATO engaged in Operation Allied Force on 24 March 1999, after the failed attempts to
break a peace agreement between parties. The official reasoning provided referred to: “the
massive humanitarian catastrophe.”157 The action was not authorized by the Security Council as
enshrined in the UN Charter.158 Given the absolute nature of prohibition of use of force within
charter, the latter intervention still raises serious questions as to its legality. 159 Even though it
clearly would go beyond the scope of current thesis to evaluate the legality of intervention in this
conflict, one could raise question of whether if considered illegal the intervention can be
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interpreted as support toward secessionist movement by the member states of NATO.
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The intervention also left Security Council divided with some states arguing legality of the
actions as an “exceptional measure to prevent an overwhelming humanitarian catastrophe,” 160 to
some states explicitly condemning it as a violation of the UN Charter.161
1.2 International Administration in Kosovo
Kosovo conflict terminated with a peace agreement signed on 3 June 1999 and subsequent
Security Council Resolution 1244 adopted on 10 June 1999.162 The resolution authorized the
“international security presence‟ in the region, with substantial NATO force participation under
the UN mandate and unified command structure.163 The security force was charged with duty to
monitor demilitarization of KLA and withdrawal of Yugoslav military,

164

as well as securing

environment for the return of refugees, delivery of humanitarian aid ensuring freedom of
movement and secure civil presence in Kosovo.165
In addition to security presence, the resolution also created the United Nations Mission in
Kosovo (UNMIK) to provide interim administration “pending a final settlement, of substantial
autonomy and self-government.”166 The primary goal of UNMIK included at the initial stage
providing institution-building and subsequently oversee and transfer authority from interim
administration to “institutions established under political settlement.”167Secondly, it had a task to
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facilitate “political process designed to determine Kosovo‟s future status, taking into account the
Rambouillet accords.”168
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Regardless of overwhelming international presence and UNMIK efforts, the mission could
not prevent ethnic tensions, which escalated in 2004, when ethnically motivated riots ended with
the death of 19 people (11 Albanians and 8 Serbs), destruction of Serbian houses and orthodox
churches.169 Shortly after the incident the conclusions of Secretary-General appointed
Rapporteur Kai Eide suggested gradual “exit strategy” for the UN forces and commencement of
final status determination.170
In 2007, another Secretary-General appointed Rapporteur Martti Ahtisaari presented before
the Security Council the recommendation for Kosovo‟s final status, which envisaged
“independence, supervised by the international community.”171 The three substantial reasons for
the given conclusion were outlined as follows: “history of enmity and mistrust”, followed by
policies of oppression and discrimination of the Milošević regime;172 the reality that Serbia has
not exercised any “governing authority” over Kosovo for the past eight years;173 “overwhelming
majority of the people of Kosovo” will not accept Serbian rule.174 While the latter reasoning,
closely related to the concept of “remedial secession”, Ahtisaari also refers to Kosovo as” a
unique case that demand a unique solution”, further it notes that the proposal does not intend to
“create a precedent for other unresolved conflicts.”175
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Regardless, of its “uniqueness” the proposed recommendations were not adopted by the
Security Council rather with substantial efforts from Russian Federation ground for new
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negotiations was created. However, in 2007 after four months of intensive negotiations the troika
(consisting of Russia, the US and EU) reported failure of the process.
Subsequently, Kosovo Assembly unilaterally declared Independence.176 Interestingly enough
the text of declaration did not directly refer to the principle of self-determination rather it only
reflected the “will of people”.177 It also proclaimed Kosovo as the “special case” not creating a
precedent.178
2. ICJ Advisory Opinion on Kosovo
The declaration of independence by Kosovo caused widespread recognition worldwide;
including from the states of EU and the US, on the other hand Serbia considered declaration
illegal and furthermore aimed to declare its inconsistence with international law by initiating
advisory opinion proceedings through the General Assembly. The question submitted to the ICJ
was formulated as follows:
“Is the unilateral declaration of independence by the Provisional Institutions of SelfGovernment of Kosovo in accordance with international law?”179
In a great disappointment for many international law scholars and states, the ICJ decided to
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find a way around the issues of self-determination and remedial secession, by strictly limiting the
scope of submitted question and providing its observations only on
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“whether or not the

declaration of independence is in accordance with international law”, without any value attached
to the legal consequences of such action.180
Nevertheless, the court did address several issues which have relevance for the remedial
secession. First of all, answering the allegations of the UN member states the court denied that
the illegality of unilateral declarations implicitly stemmed from territorial integrity of states. 181 In
this respect it confined the application of the principle of territorial integrity “to the sphere of
relations between states.”182 While, the interpretation of principle provided by the ICJ does not
explicitly legitimize non-state actors disregard of territorial integrity, it implicitly lifts obstacle
that has been traditionally considered as one of the bars of remedial secession.183
Secondly, as noted elsewhere in the thesis, international society has a practice of condemning
unilateral declarations of independence once considered illegal, such was the case with Southern
Rhodesia and Northern Cyprus. However, as noted by the ICJ illegality was: “connected with
unlawful use of force or other egregious violations of norms of general international law.” 184 It is
interesting because in an essence the ICJ denied existence of practice of declaring declarations
illegal based on flaws within the laws of secession or self-determination.
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Thirdly, regarding the highly controversial Security Council resolution no. 1244, the court
removed grounds for referring to the resolution in an attempt to find support or rejection of
Kosovo‟s independence, since as according to the court, the object and purpose of the resolution
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was merely to establish “interim administration of Kosovo” without any status determination or
engagement.185
Lastly, the court did refer to the “remedial secession” by mentioning the “radically different
views” the states presented in their submissions, moreover differences existed: “regarding
whether international law provides for a right of remedial secession and if so in what
circumstances.”186 The latter controversy might be the reason the ICJ did not find itself bound to
elaborate on the issue, which might also suggest that at this stage the law on remedial secession
remains highly vulnerable and clearly only within the process of formation.
2.1 Separate Opinion of Judge Cançado Trinidade
Although Judge Trinidade did not explicitly address the issue of remedial secession, the
approach suggested in his separate opinion closely resembles the elements of the qualified right
to secession. He firmly asserted that the “territorial integrity” cannot be invoked to justify or
commit “atrocities.”187 Furthering the argument, the judge concluded that the Friendly Relations
Declaration allowed people under systematic oppression to exercise self-determination: “beyond
the traditional confines of the historical process of decolonization.”188 According to Trinidade the
similar grounds for victimized people is enshrined in Vienna Declaration and Programme of
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Action.189
Subsequently, as regards the territorial integrity, the judge argued that the principle can only
be invoked by the states acting in accordance with the international law and where the “people”
185
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are not oppressed and subjugated.190 The judge concluded that entitlement for self-determination
in such situations presents shift from privilege of “sovereignty” towards; “people-centered rights
and accountability of territorial authorities.”191
2.2 Separate Opinion of Judge Yusuf
At the outset Judge Yusuf criticized the court for failing to address the question put before it
for several reasons. First of all, the judge considered the court was obliged to consider the aim
and claim of the unilateral declaration and differentiate between legal and illegal exercise of the
right.192 Moreover, Judge Yusuf claimed that the court failed to contribute to provide better
understanding of legal content of self-determination and thus created a restrictive approach that
might be used by other secessionist groups.193
As to the right to self-determination, the judge viewed it to apply beyond colonial phase, but
within strictly limited context, since the existence of “general positive right” could not be
assumed.194 Nevertheless, judge completely embraced notion of qualified right to secession and
maintained that:
“The right of peoples to self-determination may support a claim to separate statehood
provided that it meets the conditions prescribed by international law, in a specific
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situation, taking into account the historical context.”195
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Regardless of abovementioned, the Judge did not engage into assessment of legality of
Kosovo‟s actions, or whether the factual circumstances supported the existence of remedial
secession in this particular case.
2.3 Dissenting Opinion of Judge Koroma
The Judge Koroma‟s dissenting opinion also criticized the court for avoiding to what seemed
to him “a legal question requiring a legal response.”196 Nevertheless, the substance of the
arguments presented by judge radically differs from positions adopted by Judge Yusuf and Judge
Trinidade. First of all, Judge Koroma attached fundamental importance to the principle of
“territorial integrity” and “sovereignty” as being the foundations of international legal order. 197
Judge Koroma, also referred to Friendly Relations Declaration, however only in order to cite the
relevant parts referring to obligation of respect to “territorial integrity” omitting the saving clause
part of the declaration.198
Judge Koroma rejected existence of right to secession in any form for any ethnic, linguistic,
or religious groups, unless the parent state consent is present and alleged that allowance of
secession would set a dangerous precedent for other secessionist groups and in total would
endanger international legal order.199 With the ICJ refusal to discuss the legal matter in its
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substance, Judge Koroma expressed fear that the case of Kosovo would be used as “instruction
manual for secessionist groups the world over, and the stability of international law will be
severely undermined.”200
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3. ICJ State Submissions on Kosovo
Even though the ICJ advisory Opinion failed to provide expected clearance on the issue of
remedial secession, the submissions made by the states during the proceedings provides useful
insight. In particular, a number of states directly addressed and evaluated the principle of
remedial secession as of general rule and within the context of Kosovo, therefore the
argumentation employed is relevant for the present discussions. The submissions of states with
respect to remedial secession could be grouped together for their support or direct rejection of the
notion, even though few member states also articulated the “sui generis” argumentation, overall
almost everyone mentioned the concept. Thus, the section below will be divided into two subsections, the first one addressing the selected state submissions supporting the concept and the
second one presenting view of those against remedial secession.
3.1 Submissions Supporting the Remedial Secession
3.1.1 Position of Kosovo
Interestingly enough, the authors of the declaration of independence in their original text did
not explicitly refer to the remedial secession; they rather referred to the “will of people” and
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explicitly stated the uniqueness of the situation in Kosovo, which shall not be expanded as
creating a precedent.
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However in the written submission the authors referred to the Friendly

Relations Declaration “safeguard clause” to substantiate the claim that “independence may be an
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appropriate choice in the case where a State does not conduct itself in compliance with the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.”202
Further, Kosovo‟s representatives cite the decision on Secession of Quebec, to conclude that
the law on self-determination generates independence for the groups “meaningful access to
government.” The authors draw a link to the cited paragraph of the Canadian Supreme Court
decision to the factual circumstances present in Kosovo to conclude that:
“…given the decade of deliberate exclusion from governing institutions and violation
of basic human rights, culminating,

in 1998-1999, in massive crimes against

humanity and war crimes274, the people of Kosovo

had the right to chose

independence.”203
Lastly, the authors make an attempt to justify the unilateral secession by referring to the
contemporary developments in International law. In particular, the authors refer to the “human
centric” approach, whereby the international law is viewed as “a droit des gens – protecting the
people, human beings, especially in the case where the State fails to do so.”204
Even though, the views presented by the authors of the unilateral declaration do not carry any
weight as for the assessment of status of the remedial secession, they still remain relevant since
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they provide useful insight into the authors vision of the public international law and the
arguments they refer to justify their secession.
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3.1.2 Position submitted by the Netherlands
The views presented by the Netherlands are important for several reasons. First of all, the
state engaged into novel argumentation while providing its strong support for the remedial
secession. The Netherlands derived support for the remedial secession from the Articles on State
Responsibility.205 According to submission, state denying the right to internal self-determination
also violates a peremptory norm of international law, which according to Articles on State
Responsibility results in consequences, once of which could be the right to remedial secession. 206
Secondly, the Netherlands completely embraced the concept of the remedial secession and
asserted that the “political self-determination” mentioned within two international covenants and
subsequent Friendly Relations Declaration can evolve into external-right to self determination, as
a measure of “ultimum remedium”.207
The position in a wider perspective corresponds to the view the Netherlands held over the
years regarding the law of self-determination. In particular, the drafting history of 1966
Covenants also indicates the Netherland‟s strong position whenever, member states intended to
limit the scope of principle of “self-determination”.208 Thus seen within the Kosovo context one
can conclude that the Netherland‟s actions are motivated by the belief that they are legally
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binding (i.e constitute opinio juris)
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3.1.3 Statement of federal Republic of Germany
Germany also supports existence of the external self-determination outside the colonial
context.209 The rationale behind the position is that the states could “easily oppress the minority,
without any recourse being open to that minority.”210 Thus, Germany views right to selfdetermination primarily as an internal right; however the concept leaves the possibility for
minorities to remedy the severe violation of their collective right. 211 In order to substantiate the
“exceptional” right to secession, Germany refers to relevant provisions from the Friendly
Relations Declaration and Helsinki Final Act.212
Regardless, Germany explicitly limits the scope of the remedial secession to be applicable
only in case of: “exceptionally severe and long-lasting refusal of internal self-determination” and
secession being an ultimate remedy after other means has been exhausted.213
Lastly, Germany also raised an interesting point regarding time-limitation of the remedial
secession. According to the German position external self-determination is not for a “limitless
future”, rather if repression ceases to exist and “circumstances show over a certain period of time
that change for the better is permanent and reliable, the right to external self-determination may
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be said to have disappeared again.” 214
Despite abovementioned, while assessing the situation in Kosovo Germany employed
argument of the “legacy of conflict” and that of “atrocities” committed in 1990s to justify
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secession. It seems to contradict the proposed “time-limitation” since current situation of Serbia
is not at all subject to its observations, only the brief mention of the Constitution of Serbia within
the context of its failure to provide “substantial autonomy to Kosovo.”215 Moreover, Germany
considered that the unilateral declaration after almost a decade of interim administration was still
the only and the least means of resolving the conflict. 216
3.1.4 Written Statement by the Russian Federation
The position of the Russian Federation is particularly interesting considering that when
assessing secessionist claims it has traditionally supported application of self-determination “only
in the classical and narrowly defined circumstances of salt-water colonialism.”217 The t political
ally of the Serbian government and the state that has been engaged into several secessionist
battles of its own, faced with the concept of the remedial secession suggested that “safeguard
clause” allows secession.218
However, unlike other states Russia established a higher threshold of applicable
circumstances engaging the right to secede. According to Russian position “outright attack by the
parent state threatening the very existence of the people in question” triggers lawful secession.219
Thus, unless the very “survival of people” is endangered the remedial secession does not apply,
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without any elaborations on denial of internal self-determination. Nevertheless, the Russia was
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not convinced that the facts of the case at hand revealed correlation to the precondition necessary
for the secession and therefore considered declaration of independence illegal.220
3.1.5 Other State submissions supporting remedial secession
In addition to the detailed positions of abovementioned participants, other states also
expressed similar approach towards remedial secession. In particular in their written submissions
Albania, Finland, Ireland, Poland and Switzerland all acknowledged existence of remedial
secession with a slight difference as to the substance of the right. 221 Only, Slovenia did not
explicitly refer to the remedial secession, rather the submission focused on making the “territorial
integrity” rebuttable notion with respect to the right to self-determination.222
3.2 Submissions opposing remedial secession
3.2.1 Position of Serbia
Serbia‟s position regarding the remedial secession is clearly unsurprising, considering the
subject matter of the dispute. However it is important to observe the argumentative grounds
Serbia invoked to justify its position. First of all, Serbia interpreted the “safeguard” clause as the
guarantee for sovereignty and territorial integrity. Serbia argued that the purpose of paragraph 7
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of the Friendly Relations Declaration was to emphasize in explicit form, that the territorial
integrity was predominant to principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.223
Secondly, Serbia argued that neither the good faith application of the “safeguard clause” nor the
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intention of member states allows for a contrario reading. In particular, according to Serbia, the
ordinary meaning given to the terms and wording of paragraph 7 as well as the purpose of the
entire declaration only suggests the importance of territorial integrity. 224 Moreover a contrario
reading is regarded as “imaginary” and erroneous.225
Additionally, according to Serbia the travaux preparatoires the intention was exactly to
protect states from secessionist movements by explicitly referring to respect towards state‟s
political unity and territorial sovereignty.226 Moreover, Serbia also analyzed the lack of any
practice within international law that would support the existence of the remedial secession.227
Further Serbia argued that secession could not be the consequence of state failure to protect
human rights. It suggested that international law only allows for two legal consequences of such
conduct: one is “to put an end” to violations and second resorts to “reparations.” However,
“remedial secession goes much further than requiring reparation. It is tantamount to imposing a
type of sanction that is wholly outside the field of state responsibility for wrongful acts.”228
Overall, Serbia was convinced that those states arguing for “remedial secession” simply referred
to the doctrine to justify the absence of any reasonable legal position in response to their
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behavior.229
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3.2.2 Written Comments of China
In line with Serbian reasoning, China also strongly opposed the concept of remedial
secession. First of all, it advanced argument that the international law specifically defined scope
of self-determination to eliminate misinterpretations and according to Chinese view the principle
entails only situations of colonial rule, foreign occupation, or where approved by the General
Assembly, Security Council or International Court of Justice.230
Secondly, China was convinced that in order to justify the doctrine which contradicts such an
essential principle as territorial integrity “there should have been positive and explicit provisions
to that effect” and not a mere a contrario interpretation.231 Moreover, China argued that neither
“international legal bodies” nor the state practice or opinion juris adopts such interpretation of
the “safeguard clause.”232
3.2.3 Written Comments of Spain
Spain in its written submission focused on analyzing treaty law and practice on territorial
integrity, it did not at all refer to “remedial secession” rather denied existence of any form of
secession under international law. Spain engages into contextual interpretation of travaux
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preparatoires of the Friendly Relations Declaration to argue that: “it cannot be concluded that
respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity of States is subservient to the exercise of an
alleged right to self-determination exercised via a unilateral act.”233
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In order to emphasize absolute character of the territorial integrity Spain refers to other
instruments such as Helsinki Final Act, Charter of Paris and the Treaty of the European Union. 234
Furthermore, Spain argues that the theoretical framework of the territorial integrity is
“unequivocally” supported by the substantial practice. In this respect, the reference is made to
internal conflicts in Nagorno-Karabakh, Tajikistan and Georgia, where Security Council
repeatedly expressed its full support of “territorial integrity” of engaged states.235 Thus Spain
concludes that the even in case of serious armed conflicts the Security Council “repeatedly and
constantly maintained a position of unequivocal support and respect for the sovereignty and
integrity of the state.”236
3.2. 4 other positions expressed

In addition to the abovementioned, other states including Cyprus, Argentina, Venezuela and
Azerbaijan expressed in explicit forms their opposition towards remedial secession.237 Another
group of states including France, the United States, the UK , Burundi and the Czech republic
while opposing existence of “general right to secession” advanced “neutrality” argument. The
arguments emphasized the “sui generis” character of conflict in Kosovo.
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Overall, states opposing the remedial secession advance two substantial arguments within
their submissions. First, the states emphasized importance of the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of states and its predominance over self-determination. Secondly, they argued of
substantial absence of evidentiary proof of existence of the unilateral secession, classifying a
contrario interpretation of the Friendly Relations Declaration as erroneous.
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4. Concluding Remarks
The current chapter intended to explore the conflict in Kosovo in its entirety including the
historical and legal analysis in order to formulate a view regarding its precedential value. As can
be concluded from above observations, Kosovo is the first example of secession satisfying the
theoretical framework of proposed remedial secession. The primary argument of the critiques of
the remedial secession was its lack of practice; therefore in this respect Kosovo undoubtedly
brought changes.
First of all, in response to the unilateral declaration of independence, number of member
states of the United Nations expressed their opinion juris supporting the concept of “remedial
secession” and applying its criteria to Kosovo. Thus it could be established that for those member
states remedial secession already forms part of international law.238 Secondly, background of
oppression and gross human rights violations could allegedly satisfy the traditional criteria for
the remedial secession and thus turn Kosovo into first clear example of physical state practice in
context of remedial secession.
However, provided that remedial secession first of all challenges the long-established
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principles of territorial integrity and self-determination forming part of customary international
law, it would not seem logical or justified to base the argument of Kosvo‟s legal precedential
value only on limited number of states expressly supporting such development. even the most
liberal approach towards customary international law would not suggest creation of a new custom
based on the several states strong support towards new rule.
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Furthermore, the ICJ advisory proceedings contain number of state submissions, explicitly
opposing such development.239 For these states, the remedial secession is based on “erroneous”
and imaginary interpretation of safeguard clause, which as a consequence directly contradicts the
very purpose of the friendly relations Declaration.
the ability to resolve the radically contradicting position was vested on the ICJ, however in a
great disappointment to all the court chose not to engage into interpretative guide with respect to
“self-determination.” Thus, instead of shedding more light the later statements of the ICJ will
cause more controversy and confusion. In this respect the number of scholars rightly criticizes the
ICJ for its incapacity to deal with the case and for turning a blind eye for existing problem.240
Thus as it stands currently, Kosovo fails to meet the criteria for creating legal precedent
having value enough to establish customary international law given the conflicting views of
states. However, it clearly is a starting point of physical practice which could possibly in the
future crystallize into a new custom. Meanwhile, the absence of authoritative interpretation
regarding remedial secession clearly affects other internal conflicts and in particular conflicts in
Georgia. Therefore, the subsequent chapter will be dedicated to analysis of Georgian conflicts
and how the precedence of Kosovo affected Abkhazia and South Ossetia in their plea for the
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independence and on their behalf did these secessions manage to reverse or support the cause for
the remedial secession.
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Chapter IV. Influence of Kosovo on Abkhazia and South Ossetia
Introduction
Within months after Kosovo declared its independence and most of the western states openly
expressed their recognition; the Russian-Georgian conflict broke out resulting in Russia‟s
recognition of Georgian regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia as independent states. The
outplay of the three cases is particularly important considering Russia‟s radical rejection of
Kosovo as an example of “remedial secession.”
The Russian position of the matter was clearly outlined by the Prime Minister of Russia at
that time Vladimir Putin, while reacting to Kosovo‟s Declaration of independence he claimed
following: “Other countries look after their interests. We consider it appropriate to look after our
interests. We have done some homework and we know what we will do.”241 The latter is clearly
a political message, entanglement of which does not seem complicated considering the
subsequent events that taken place in Georgia. However interestingly enough while applying its
“homework” into practice Russia relied on the precedent of Kosovo, and external component of
self-determination.
Despite almost unilateral policy of non-recognition from international community, Russian
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context of external self-determination and precedent of Kosovo still remains relevant in relation
to Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Thus, the following chapter will raise a question whether the
facts of the three cases allow for drawing parallels, whether those parallels are sufficient and
strong enough to trigger remedial secession. In addition it would be examined whether the
endorsement of Abkhazian and South Ossetian declarations changed anything for the law of
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remedial secession? More particularly could we refer to them as legitimate secessions capable of
advancing law on remedial secession?
1. Historical Context of Abkhazia
Historically, Georgia has always been one of the most ethnically diverse states in the region
of south Caucasus, what is current day Georgian state at various stages of its evolvement had
been separated into small kingdoms and occasionally united into a bigger units.242 In this context
the history of Abkhazia replicates the timeline of development of other Georgian regions with
periods of Byzantine rule, to forming part of united feudal Georgia and becoming part of Russian
empire.243
However, Abkhaz and Georgian sources allege radically different view on traditional
inhabitants of the region, with Abkhazians claiming their indigenous character and Georgians
referring to the region as inhabited by Georgian tribes with spoken language being Georgian.244
Regardless, of the antiquity the ethnic composition of Abkhazia before the initiation of the
conflict consisted of majority Georgian ethnics (45.68%), minority of Abkhaz consisting only
17.76 % , Armenian 14 %, Russians 14 %, Greeks 2% and other ethnic minorities.245
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The timeline of conflict emerges shortly after the Georgian declaration of independence from
Soviet Union on 9 April 1991. However, Abkhaz sources refer to the collective memory of
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1930s as the initiation of disagreement, when Abkhazia‟s status of the union republic was
reduced to the autonomous province within Georgian SSR by the USSR.246
The first bloodshed followed establishment of the branch of Tbilisi State University in
Sukhumi, causing severe Abkhaz protest and resulting in dozen civilian deaths.247 The latter was
followed by Abkhaz Supreme Council declaring sovereignty on 25 August 1990. However, the
events further escalated when during all-union referendum in March 1991, Abkhazia (without
ethnic Georgian‟s participation) advanced a new Union treaty with the aim to remain part of the
Soviet Union.248
The union treaty caused further back and forth political confrontations between the central
Government of Georgia and Abkhaz, finally resulting in outbreak of conflict on 14 August 1992,
with Georgian armed forces entering in Abkhazia “ostensibly” to rescue thirteen government
hostages and secure the rail line to Russia.249 Shortly after the first cease-fire agreement was
signed by Georgian and Abkhaz sides with the participation of Russian federation. The
agreement of 3 September 1992 provided for the withdrawal from Abkhazia all illegal armed
groups, the reduction of Georgian military, at the same time the agreement recognized Georgia‟s
territorial integrity.250 However, just after a month pro-Abkhaz forces with the support of
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volunteers from Russian federation launched attack against Georgian forces advancing their
positions.251
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The second Russian mediated cease-fire agreement was signed on 27 July 1993(The Sochi
Agreement),

252

which was once again was violated with Abkhaz troops opening “surprise

offensive” attack on several cities, which resulted in establishment of their control over almost
entire territory of Abkhazia.253
The final agreements were signed in April and later in May of 1994: a Declaration of
Measures for a Political Settlement of the Georgian/Abkhaz Conflict, and Agreement on a CeaseFire and Separation of Forces, parties guaranteed strict observance of the agreement and
ensuring “safe and dignified” return of displaced people, at the same time 2000 members of
peacekeeping forces, exclusively of Russian military were to monitor the compliance of the
agreement.254 As a result of conflict over 10,000 civilians dies and more than 200, 000 ethnic
Georgians were displaced from Abkhazia.255
1.1 International response to the conflict
The UN involvement in Georgian conflict initiated with appointment of Special Envoy
tasked to ensure that parties supported peaceful resolution of the conflict.256 After a series of
failed cease-fire agreements negotiated with Russian involvement, Security Council passed a
resolution 858 establishing the United Nations Observer Mission in Georgia (UNOMIG) in
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August 1993.257 The original mandate of the UNOMIG was based upon the monitoring of the
ceasefire agreement of 27 July 1993, however since the agreement failed to hold the role of the
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mission became somewhat blurred. At the same time, the Security Council unanimously adopted
Res. 876, affirming Georgia‟s territorial integrity and condemning:
“the grave violation by the Abkhaz side of the Cease-fire Agreement of 27 July 1993
between the Republic of Georgia and forces in Abkhazia, and subsequent actions in
violation of international humanitarian law .”258
The role of the United Nations within the conflict resolution has been actively downplayed by
the Russian factor which by the time of active the UN involvement had not only assumed the role
of mediator but also that of “active participant” in the conflict.259 The example of the latter
attitude is the agreement which Russia facilitated with the Abkhaz and Georgian sides in May
1994, without consulting the UN. The agreement effectively placed the monitoring mission on
Commonwealth of Independent States Peacekeeping Force (CISPKF), exclusively consisting of
2000 Russian military servants, leading to the role of UNOMIG being limited to small-scale
monitoring activity with 136 military observers.260
Even though, the United Nations role as the mediator of the conflict was overshadowed by
heavy Russian involvement in the process in 1999 the UN took a proactive measure with the
preparation and adoption of “basic principles for the distribution of competences between Tbilisi
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and Sukhumi” or the “Boden Paper”.261 The purpose of the paper was to present document as the
basis for status negotiation, presenting the Group of Friend‟s (including Russia‟s) consensus on
the issue. The document offered a federal solution, or the wide Abkhaz sovereignty inside
258
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Georgia with “federal agreement” and unamendable “constitutional” guarantees. 262 While
Georgia endorsed the document, Abkhazia refused to consider it, despite attempts of Boden and
his successor Heidi Tagliavini.263
Georgia on its own has undertaken initiatives for political settlement. In 2006 it presented
“Road Map for a Comprehensive, Peaceful, Political Settlement of the Conflict in Abkhazia”,
based on the principle of federalism it offered Abkhazia “wide internal sovereignty….The
dignified representation of the Abkhaz in all branches of power in Georgia.” 264 Moreover, the
president of Georgia on simultaneous occasions offered: “greatest possible autonomy” to Abkhaz
with creation of “new, joint-state model of ethnic and civil cooperation”.265 Regardless of
attempts, since 1999, Abkhaz side has only considered options ultimately leading to its
independence from Georgia.266
Overall, before the outbreak of hostilities in South Ossetia in 2008, the Security Council
adopted 32 resolutions affirming the territorial integrity of Georgia and at the same time
condemning parties for human rights violations and calling for peaceful resolution of the
conflict. The Russian federation being the permanent member of the council never opposed and
at some extent took an affirmative steps for the adoption for the resolutions, but the events
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occurring during the five day war, drastically changed its position regarding the “territorial
integrity” of Georgia.
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1.2 Russian Role in Abkhazia
Russian federation played a key role in determining the course and a consequence of the
conflict in Abkhazia, the role however was not only positive. While Russia formally recognized
the “territorial integrity” of Georgia and emphasized its‟ role as the mediator, through several
cease-fire agreements, Russian weaponry “always found their way into Abkhaz hands.”267
Human Rights Watch, in its report issued in 1995 specifically addresses Russian involvement
in the conflict.268 The repot evaluating available evidence claims that Russia escalated human
right abuses by making “available weapons to groups or individuals known or likely to use them
to commit atrocities.”269 Moreover, the report concludes following:
“sudden presence of armor, tanks, and heavy artillery among the previously lightly
armed Abkhaz in the fighting between October and December 1992 realistically
leaves little room for any conclusion except that some parties, within the Russian
forces decided to supply Abkhaz.”270
Moreover, allegedly Russian soldiers directly took part in attacks against Georgian targets,
resulting in civilian deaths, when Russian planes air raided Sukhumi on February 20, 1993, even
though defense ministry claimed that “Georgians are bombing themselves”, to Human Rights
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Watch, the weight of the evidence strongly indicated that the air raids were carried out by
Russian forces.271 Additionally, Georgia managed to down one of the aircrafts bombing
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Sukhumi, which according to examination of the United Nations military observer was a Russian
aircraft with pilot being a major of Russian air force.272
Even if considered that the above actions were not attributable to the Russian Federation, the
overwhelming evidence showing that Russian aircrafts targeted Georgian civilians during the
conflict, at least undermines Russia‟s role as the mediator in the conflict and provides useful
guidance on the evaluation of the latest good faith motives of recognition of Abkhazia.
Russia has provided substantial support for Abkhaz economy including the Russian rubles
being the official currency used for trade and Russia providing support in the form of pensions
and railway infrastructure.273 More importantly after the cease of hostilities Russia has been
actively engaged in granting Russian citizenship to Abkhaz.274 Interestingly enough, in 2006
Russian parliament passed a resolution “authorizing Russian troops to serve anywhere in order to
defend Russian citizens”.275
The above occurrences led the Georgian Government even before the outbreak of hostilities
in August 2008, to refer to Russian actions as an attempt to annex Abkhazia.276 Moreover, on 17
July 2006, Georgian parliament passed a resolution which called for:
“launch urgent procedures to immediately suspend the so-called peacekeeping
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operations in Abkhazia and in former South Ossetian Autonomous District; to
cancel the relevant international agreements and international structures and to
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immediately withdraw the peacekeeping forces of the Russian Federation from the
territory of Georgia.” 277
As a general rule, the operation of peacekeeping forces is dependent on the consent of all
states involved.278 However, since the ceasefire agreement of 1994 did not specify the terms for
withdrawal of the consent, Russia has never complied with the above resolution.
Overall, even before the outbreak of the conflict in 2008 leading to the Russian recognition of
Abkhazia, the parties were at great disagreement of Russia‟s role in the conflict, Georgians
viewing it as an annexation and Russians claiming their a humanitarian and pacifying role.
Nevertheless, regardless of the level of Russian involvement in the conflict, the responsibility of
the major human rights violations is still incumbent upon the Georgian and Abkhaz sides.279
However, the Russian factor is relevant while considering the success of Abkhaz secession and
whether it could be considered legitimate or standard setting for the law of remedial secession.
2. Conflict in 2008 and Current Situation in Abkhazia
The situation in Abkhazia gradually deteriorated following the timeline of intensified
political confrontations between Russia and Georgia starting in 2006.280 The situation on the
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ground escalated in May 2008, when the Russian federation decided to send additional military
forces to Abkhazia within the scope of peacekeeping mission, allegations were also made of the
transfer of heavy artillery, moreover Russia sent 400 military men to “rehabilitate the local
railway south of Sukhumi up to the town of Ochamchira”.281 Georgian Government viewed
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presence of the military unit as the preparation for armed intervention. 282 Moreover, Georgian
side argued that military reinforcement proved that the Russian federation was party to the
conflict and could no longer serve as peacekeeping force.283
Outbreak of hostilities on 7-8 August 2008 in South Ossetia had a profound effect on
Georgian Abkhaz conflict as well. According to the report of the Secretary-General, Abkhaz side
began introducing heavy weapons into the restricted weapons zone from 8 of August 2008, the
next day UNOMIG monitoring team was requested to leave the area and subsequently a series of
bombardments was carried out in the upper Kodori Valley (the only part of Abkhazia controlled
by Georgian government at that time), by 12 August Abkhaz side had control over Kodori,
where Georgian population was forced to leave the area.284
In his speech of 26 August 2008, when announcing the recognition of Abkhazia and South
Ossetia the President of Russia elaborated extensively on events occurring in South Ossetia and
Georgian annexation of the region, with respect to Abkhazia the assessment was limited to the
statement that : “the same fate lay in store for Abkhazia.”285 Moreover, even though Georgia did
not engage into military confrontation in Abkhazia, the president considered that the August war
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“dashed all hopes for the peaceful coexistence.”286
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After the military conflict in 2008, the Russian influence over Abkhazia increased to a level
that International Crisis Group published a report under the name of “Abkhazia: deepening the
dependence.”287 The report talks about increased military and economic presence of Russia in the
region. According to the latest there are roughly 5000 Russian military personnel in Abkhazia,
Russia also built several military compounds and bases, along the administrative border line with
Georgia.288 In addition to the military presence, Abkhazia is currently overwhelmingly
dependent on Russian financial aid for budget and development funds.289
3. Historical Context of the Conflict in South Ossetia
Similarly to Abkhazia, the ethno-genesis of Ossetians causes controversy among Georgian
and Ossetian sources. The South Ossetians regard themselves as the most ancient nations in
Caucasus and indigenous to the north and south of Caucasus mountain range. 290 While Georgian
historians do not deny the existence of an Ossetian homeland, they place it exclusively to the
north of the Caucasus and claim that Ossetians only started to migrate south a few centuries
ago.291
Regardless, the first clash between Ossetian and Georgian sides occurred shortly after
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Georgia gained its independence from Russian empire in 1918, when the South of Ossetia
supported revolutionary Bolsheviks in Russia, the latter was viewed as treason by Georgian side
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and they asserted control over the region using military force, eventually after the Soviet
invasion of Georgia in 1921, South Ossetia was granted status of an autonomous region (oblast)
within Georgian SSR.292 The status of the South Ossetia never changed during the Soviet Era.
However, as soon as independence movements in Georgia gained momentum the Ossetian
nationalist movement also voiced wish to re-unite with north Ossetia. In 1989 they demanded
change of the region‟s status to that of an Autonomous Republic, the Georgian government
protested against Ossetian demand.293 Eventually, on 20 September 1990 South Ossetia
unilaterally declared its independence from Georgian SSR. In response Georgian government
abolished status of autonomous region of South Ossetia.294
The conflict took a violent turn from January 1991, resulting in both sides suffering military
and civilian loss, the Soviet military of Interior were stationed in the region where allegations
suggest that they took side of South Ossetians and after their removal left behind various
weaponry.295Heavy fighting broke out in April 1992 and lasted till June, as a result of several
month of conflict 1,000 civilians died and 60,000 became internally displaced persons.296The
conflict ended with Agreement on Principles of a Settlement of Georgian-Ossetian Conflict,
signed on 24 June 1992, the document inter alia established Joint Peacekeeping Forces (JPKF)
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consisting of representatives of Georgian, Russian (including North Ossetian) and South
Ossetian forces with the key mandate of the force was to monitor ceasefire and guarantee
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security.297 Even though the JPKF was supposed to act under unified command, the practice
showed that the separate battalions operated independently loyal to their representative side.298
Following decade for South Ossetian conflict was peaceful and even included phases of
effective developments. One of such events occurred under the aegis of the OSCE, when parties
to the conflict adopted: the Memorandum on Measures of Providing Safety and Strengthening of
Mutual Confidence. The memorandum among other things included reduction of the size of
peacekeeping force, support to civil society initiatives, and continue negotiations aimed at
political settlement.299
As a result of memorandum and within the scope of negotiating process the Expert group
consisting of delegations from different sides was established. The group was very active during
1999-2003 when it held ten meetings. As the International Fact Finding mission concludes the
period of 1996-1999 was the most progressive, when the element of trust was restored, the
elements of shared vision were established.300 Nevertheless, together with the change of de facto
government the political status negotiations deteriorated and by 2001 the status determination
seemed less feasible.301
The role of Russian Federation in South Ossetia while not being as substantial as in
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Abkhazia, remained still influential considering the fact that under Sochi Agreement Russia
remained in charge of unified command the JPKF. The Georgian side accused Russia of
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providing weaponry to secessionist movements during the conflict and granting permission 1000
Cossacks to fight alongside South Ossetian forces.302 In addition, the region received substantial,
Russian economic and financial support and by year of 2004 almost 90 per cent of population
held Russian passports.303
3.1 Rose Revolution and effects on conflict
After the rose resolution, the new Georgian government made restoration of territorial
integrity the primary aim of their administration. Georgia‟s negotiating position centered around
the idea of territorial integrity, “everything else was negotiable.”304
The conflict in South Ossetia intensified with Georgian government‟s decision to close down
the wholesale market near Tskhinvali, a hub for goods smuggled from Russia that entered
Georgia‟s internal markets without proper customs clearance.305
Following summer of 2004, Georgia proposed several conflict “settlement plans.” First, on
21 September 2004, while addressing General Assembly, the President of Georgia proposed to
set a stage for settlement with “broadest form of autonomy” and international guarantees. 306 The
second initiative was launched at the beginning of 2005, which offered refined version of
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previous settlement, inter alia providing broad autonomy or as the president referred to it : “
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even broader, in fact, than that accorded to the Republic of North Ossetia by Russian
Federation.”307
Together with settlement proposals, in 2006 the Georgian government started to actively
support alternative pro-Georgian administration in South Ossetia led by Dmitry Sanakoev.308.
At the same time, on a negotiating level, Georgia called for increased involvement of the
European Union, United States, and Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe,
which was met by protests from Russia and de facto South Ossetian administration.309 In the face
of deteriorated Georgian –Russian relationships the level and intensity of skirmishes in South
Ossetia also increased, continuing until August 2008.310
3.2 War in August 2008
One of the highly debated questions in relation to activities taking place in August 2008 still
relates to the question “who started war?” However, the answer depends on the timeframe one
would be looking at, the skirmishes between sides started months before August 7 of 2008.311
The tensions between sides began to rise in mid June 2008, with explosions and mine incidents
near ethnic Georgian villages. 312
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Even though, Georgia always made allegations of Russian direct support to south Ossetian
separatism, the events intensified on 8 July 2008, when four Russian military aircrafts entered
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Georgian airspace, which was considered by Georgia as “open aggression directed against the
country” and violation of “sovereignty and territorial integrity”, as a result Georgia recalled its
ambassador from Russia.313 At the end of July, Georgian and South Ossetian sides accused each
other for firing.
On 1 August 2008, several police officers were injured as a result of bombings directed
against ethnic Georgian villages.314 On the same day, sniper shot killed six South Ossetian police
officers.315 Fighting between sides intensified towards the end of August 6 and August 7. The
Georgian authorities with regard to events of the day claim that they opened fire in response to
sporadic violence from Ossetian forces directed at ethnic Georgian Villages, while Ossetia
claims the intention was to regain control over South Ossetia.316
Independent Fact-Finding Mission on the conflict in Georgia considers Georgian shelling of
Tskhinvali and surrounding villages as the start of the war.317 However, within the same
paragraph commission acknowledges that the “violent conflict had already been going on before
in South Ossetia”318
Even if established that Georgia initiated the war with attack on Tskhinval the subsequent
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actions undertaken by Russian forces, involving attacks from air, land and sea, could not
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legitimately meet the threshold of necessity and proportionality envisaged under the law on selfdefence.319
On 12 August 2008, The French President Sarkozy, acting as the Chair of European Union,
broke a six-point agreement, which both Russian and Georgian sides signed. According to the
agreement called for cessation of hostilities and the withdrawal of all forces to their pre-August 6
positions.320 Regardless of the latter, Russian forces occupied sections of Georgia, including
undisputed Georgian territories until the end of August.321Moreover, the territories previously
controlled by Georgia in South Ossetia were defined as “buffer zones.”322
As a result, Russian federation recognized independence of the regions on 26 August 2008,
reasoning its decision on accusations that Georgia committed a „genocide” in August conflict
with the objective to “annex South Ossetia” which reached a level when these regions could no
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longer be expected to remain parts of Georgia.323
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4. Current Situation in South Ossetia
Before the August 2008 conflict in South Ossetia, Georgian government had control over
one-third of the territory.324 As a result of war, approximately 20 000 ethnic Georgians were
displaced from the region and 14 000 ethnic Ossetians fled to Russia, however unlike Georgians
they were able to return to their homes by the end of August. 325 Moreover, situation in Akhalgori
which is a district not affected by conflict of 1992 and had been under Georgian administration
till 2008, currently remains under Russian control, and predominantly Georgian population of the
district have limit or no access to their property.326
After the recognition of the independence and establishment of diplomatic relations, Russia
entered into military agreement with South Ossetia providing for establishment of four the
Russian military bases across the region.327 In addition Russia staffs half of local government
and donates almost entire budget to South Ossetia, at the same time it is also responsible for
maintaining security and the Russian military administers border line with Georgia.328
At the same time it is quite unclear at this stage if South Ossetia prefers independence, shortly
after Russian recognition the head of South Ossetian Government stated that: “Now we are an
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independent state, but we look forward to uniting with North Ossetia and joining the Russian
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Federation.”329 Meanwhile, Russia continuous to build a wire fence along the administrative
border lines, in order to prevent movement of ethnic Georgian population, and fencing results in
moving administrative border line deeper into Georgian-controlled areas.330
5. Legal Appraisal of the Conflict and Parallels
As outlined above, the secessionist claims of Abkhazia and South Ossetia are no less
controversial than that of Kosovo. Clearly, the events occurring in Georgia months after
Kosovo‟s declaration of independence indicated that the latter is not restricted to the Yugoslav
context; moreover restricting the applicability of secession to Kosovo would fundamentally
weaken the argument of the remedial secession. Thus, in order to disentangle what happened in
Georgia the following three questions needs to be asked: what are the similarities between the
cases? What are the fundamental differences? And what are the consequences for the law on the
remedial secession?
First of all, all three regions had a similar claim to secession originating after the dissolution
of Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union.331 All regions faced rise of nationalism in the parent states,
resulting in revocation of “autonomous republic” status for Kosovo and “autonomous province
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status for South Ossetia.332 Secondly, in all three cases the representatives allege of a fear of
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being forcibly united under “mono-ethnic” states allegedly denying their right to selfdetermination.333 Lastly, all exercised control over the territories for years.
Despite the similarities one could identify substantial differences between the cases as well.
First of all it concerns the legal status that regions held before the commencement of the conflict.
The Yugoslav constitution on 1974 provided for Kosovo‟s status as of autonomous province,
with the functions similar to that of six republics, including having executive, legislative
branches and, certain degree of representation at the federal level. 334 Neither Abkhazia nor South
Ossetia was formally sovereign and the Soviet Constitution only recognized fifteen republics and
their right to secede.335 Thus, Kosovo had higher level of self-administration than South Ossetia
and Abkhazia. Secondly, while Kosovo Albanians constituted absolute majority, population in
Abkhazia was predominantly Georgian (45 %) and in South Ossetia, Ossetians formed 66% of
population. As a result of expulsion of ethnic Georgians demographic situation in both regions
was forcibly altered.336
The most crucial difference, existent so far still related to the “gross and systematic” human
rights violations. Allegations of Russian federation regarding the Georgian genocide of “south
Ossetia” and the similar plan for Abkhazia, has not been thus far substantiated neither by the
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Independent Fact-finding mission nor any other objective observer involved in conflict
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analysis.337 Quite to the contrary, a number of Security Council resolutions, human rights reports
and declarations indicate “ethnic killings” and “ethnic cleanings” conducted against
Georgians.338 Moreover, the remedial secession is seen as the last resort to end oppression. This
element would be hard to prove in case of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, considering efforts of
Georgian government to negotiate and offer “widest possible autonomous” settlement.
Thus, what we have witnessed in Abkhazia and South Ossetia is the confusing effects and
impacts of Kosovo‟s alleged remedial secession. The Russian President while referring to
international legal documents stated that:
“Considering the freely expressed will of the Ossetian and Abkhaz peoples and being
guided by the provisions of the UN Charter, the 1970 Declaration on the Principles of
International Law Governing Friendly Relations between States, the CSCE Helsinki
Final Act of 1975 and other fundamental international instruments.” 339
The fact that Russia in its reasoning referred to the Friendly Relations and allegations of
oppression and genocide clearly resembles attempt to qualify secessions as legitimate exercise of
remedial right. While, International Court of Justice did not provide any guidance on the legal
framework of the remedial secession, it left room for states to provide politically motivated legal
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interpretations.
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Thus, the South Ossetian and Abkhazian examples only weakened the existent grounds for
the crystallization of the remedial secession, providing more support for the preposition that the
secession falls entirely under political and not the legal scope. However, at the same time, they
also proved the necessity of providing authoritative guidance on the matter of unilateral
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secession, currently being placed somewhere in between political and legal speculations.
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CONCLUSION
The aim of the present thesis was to examine and determine the legal value and current
status of remedial secession under public international law. In this respect the primary question
the thesis intended to answer was: whether the current day developments in public international
law support the establishment of a right to remedial secession lex lata or de lege ferenda?
At the outset, in order to deduct the existence of remedial secession from the law of selfdetermination, chapter I explored the historical development of the principle. Initially emerging
from the auspices of the political philosophy, the principle of self-determination managed to
merge into the fundamental instruments of public international law. At the second, stage of
development self-determination formed the basic ground for the plea of colonized people to
achieve “speedy and unconditional end of colonialism.”340 Much of the controversy, however,
surrounds post-colonial development of self-determination. The identical texts of the ICCPR and
the ICESCR regarding the self-determination suggest that the idea of the right could not have
been limited to that of colonialism and as subsequent analysis indicated; the internal aspect or the
right to the representative government is inferred from the human rights covenants, and
subsequent practice.341 Nevertheless, at its latest stage of development the principle of self-
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determination was alleged to engage external element, which forms the basis for the remedial
secession.
In order to assess whether the remedial secession finds its basis in the alleged external aspect
of the law on self-determination, the systematic approach towards the sources of international
law was adopted, implying interpretation of existent treaty law followed by examination of
340
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grounds for customary rule of the remedial secession. Neither the UN Charter nor the Human
Rights Covenants make any direct or indirect referral to the right of secession. Even though, the
external aspect of self-determination greatly depends on the interpretation and definition of the
“people”, common article 1 and subsequent practice of Human Rights Committee provide little if
any guidance on the matter. Thus, it was concluded that the existent treaty law could not
legitimately be argued to include right to remedial secession, even though referral to travaux
preparatoire proved that the issue of secession never ceased to be important while elaborating
self-determination.342
Even though, the treaty grounds of the remedial secession seemed fragile, further section was
devoted to observing the state practice and opinion juris in order to locate grounds for customary
nature of the principle. In this respect the court decisions identified suggested an interesting turn
in discussion, while the Canadian supreme court acknowledges that in response to denial of
“internal self-determination” the right to “secession” might arise, it failed to identify whether
such principle “reflects an established international law standard.”343 Thus, the court decisions,
even though acknowledging the “remedial secession”, the mere indirect referral would not be
enough to prove the existence of practice.
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The subjective element of custom was assessed based on the Friendly Relations Declaration,
due to its unanimous adoption certain scholars even regard it example of an “instant custom.”344
The analysis of travaux preparatoires suggest that while states did not per se agree on the
establishment of the right to remedial secession within the scope of Principle V paragraph 7 of
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the declaration, the statements suggest that the notion of the territorial integrity is not an
absolute.345 The latter, is the strongest argumentative basis for the evolvement of the remedial
secession.
Thus, the status of the remedial secession before proceedings taking place in Kosovo could
only be assessed as “lex ferenda” and note yet formulated as the part of “hard law.” However,
the unilateral declaration of Kosovo sparked renewed discussions about its precedential value
and the possibility of crystallizing the formulation of the law on remedial secession. The state
submissions in front of the ICJ within the scope of the advisory proceedings provided interesting
substance to the development of the law on remedial secession. Indeed, a number of states
expressed their unequivocal acknowledgement of an established right to remedial secession. The
reasoning was commonly grounded on a contrario reading of the Friendly relations Declaration,
referral to international human rights covenants, Aaland Island’s and Secession of Quebec
cases.346 However, at the same time the similar number of states opposed the existence of
remedial secession, basing their view on traditional primacy of the principle of “territorial
integrity” and pointing towards absence of strong evidentiary basis.347 Since, the International
Court of Justice refused to shed more light on the matter, it could be concluded that strong
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convictions of number of states, even though important for initiating a change within customary
international law is not sufficient to establish one.
Regardless, of its legal precedential value the case of Kosovo undeniably had an impact on
Abkhazian and South Ossetian claims. Within months after the western world recognized the
independence of Kosovo, military conflict in Georgia commenced as a result of which Russia
345
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347
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346
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recognized two regions citing exactly similar grounds as those referred in Kosovo. Detailed
analysis of conflicts in the region suggests that the parallels could be drawn between the cases,
however, the number and substance of differences between them outweigh the similarities. Even
though Russia made pledge of the remedial secession for South Ossetia and Abkhazia, the view
is not shared by the overwhelming majority of the international community, however the
disapproval is generally based on the preservation of territorial integrity of Georgia and rejection
of Georgian “genocide” or gross human rights violations” of Abkhaz and South Ossetians.348
Thus, the impact Kosovo had on two Georgian regions is that of confusion, demonstrating that
attitudes towards the legality of remedial secession are still undergoing a dynamic process. The
Russian position towards Abkhaz and South-Ossetian, in particular, may be taken as an
indication that States‟ views on remedial secession are not fixed but subject to change. In the
absence of any rigid definitions of the circumstances that could involve secession as only
measure of last resort, states are left free to expand legal interpretations and qualifications
according to their political will. The latter is clearly evidenced by the Russian behavior with
respect to Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
As a result, the case studies of Abkhazia and South Ossetia could be assumed to diminish the
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legal value of the remedial secession, by clearly bringing political element into the plate, returns
the remedial secession to the ambit of international politics towards which international law is
absolutely neutral. However, by the same token it could be argued that the cases also
demonstrate the ultimate need to regulate the secession and fasten the process of providing legal
clearance on the matter that after Kosovo has long passed the scope of neutrality.

348

Chapter IV, Section 5
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Thus, as it stands now, the remedial secession does not form part of customary international
law; it is however at the stage of development and can no longer be ignored from the public
international law perspective. The only feasible outcome in the future will be to establish rigid
rules for the application of the principle of the remedial secession, in response to gross human
right abuses and suffering of the “people” deprived right to internal self-determination.
Otherwise, the current ambiguity will only create incentives to minorities throughout the world
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to seek the full independence, speculating on the law of remedial secession.
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